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Abstract 
Partial conditional specifications consist of conditional axioms, with equalities in the (pos- 
sibly infinite set of) premises and in the consequence, which are interpreted in partial algebras. 
Equalities may be existential (=,) or strong (=); t =e t’ holds in an algebra iff both t and t’ are 
defined and equal, while t = t’ holds in an algebra iff either t =c t’ holds or both t and t’ are 
undefined. Contrary to the well explored case of positive conditional axioms (only existential 
equalities in the premises), general partial conditional specifications do not always admit free 
models and the related theory is much more subtle. 
In this paper we fully investigate and solve the problem of existence of free and initial models, 
giving necessary and sufficient conditions, first from a model-theoretical nd then from a logical 
deduction viewpoint. 
In particular we present a deduction system which is complete w.r.t. strong equalities between 
open terms. Since positive conditional partial specifications and conditional total specifications 
are special cases of the paradigm investigated here, the presented theory generalizes the related 
results about free models and the Birkhoff-like deduction theory. The system we exhibit handles 
also the case of infinitary conjunctions as premises of the axioms; it reduces to a classical one for 
the positive conditional case by just dropping one rule, and finally it solves the empty-carrier 
problem without using explicit quantification. 
The theory presented here also gives the basis for solving, via the usual first-order reduction, 
the problem of the existence of free and initial models for partial higher-order specifications of 
term-generated extensional models. 
0. Introduction 
Partial structures arise naturally in (mathematics and) computer science, either 
related to error/exception handling or to nontermination and this explains their 
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intensive use and investigation (see e.g. [7-9, 181 for basic studies; [4,5,8] for 
applications). In particular, according to the initial algebra doctrine (see [15] for 
motivations and references), we are interested in algebraic specifications having (free 
and) initial models. 
In computer science a special role is played by reachable (or term-generated) 
models, where every element can be denoted by a term; for example in [20] abstract 
data types are defined as isomorphism classes of reachable algebras, called computa- 
tion structures there. 
In the total algebra framework conditional specifications (with axioms of the form 
A I E, where E is an equation and A is a possibly infinite set of equalities) are the 
largest class always admitting term-generated initial models, which are initial both in 
the class of all models and of all term-generated models (see e.g. [19]). In the partial 
framework the existence of a (term-generated) initial model is always guaranteed only 
for positive conditional specifications, where in a conditional axiom A I E every 
equality in A is existential (an existential,equality of the form t =e t’ holds in an algebra 
iff both t and t’ are defined and equal). In the case of positive conditional specifica- 
tions, the theory of the total case generalizes nicely (see [8]), both for the model- 
theoretical and for the logical aspects (equational deduction). Unfortunately the 
situation is much more subtle for general conditional equations, where the equational 
premises of an axiom may be strong (a strong equality of the form t = t’ holds in an 
algebra iff either t =e t’ holds or both 1 and t’ are undefined). Indeed in this case the 
model classes are not closed under products in general, the free model does not always 
exist, it is not straightforward to get a complete system of equational deduction and 
moreover the proof of completeness cannot be reduced to the existence of a free 
model. 
Nonpositive conditional specifications arise naturally, at least implicitly, when 
dealing with specifications of partial functions, especially in a higher-order frame- 
work, which is now becoming a rather popular and useful tool in algebraic specifica- 
tions (see [16, 171). The key point is extensionality: assuming for simplicity that we 
consider just the homogeneous case (one sort) and unary functions f, g: s+ s, an 
algebraic higher-order specification has to satisfy implicitly the extensionality 
axiom 
(trx:s:f(x) = g(x)) 3 f= g. (*) 
This axiom, denoting as usual by TX the ground terms over a signature C, reduces for 
term-generated models to 
(f(t) = s(t)ItET’3 = f= 9, (**) 
which is an infinitary (countable) conditional axiom. 
The axiom (**), called “term-extensionality axiom”, characterizes the class of 
term-extensional lgebras, which is smaller than the class of extensional algebras but 
includes all term-generated extensional models. Now as usual we may reduce a 
higher-order specification to a first-order one (see [ 173 for a similar approach), with 
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the help of auxiliary “apply” functions, so that (**) becomes 
{awM_t ) = appMg, 0I t E G} = f= 9, 
Here the important point is that in the partial case the equality apply (f; t) = 
apply(g, t) (equivalently f(t) = s(t)) is a strong equality. Thus higher-order condi- 
tional specifications for term-extensional models, even if apparently positive condi- 
tional, reduce to first-order nonpositive conditional specifications. 
Because of this we have been led to investigate the existence of free initial models for 
general partial conditional specifications, with an application to higher-order speci- 
fications. 
After introducing notations and basic results about partial algebras (Section l), we 
consider partial conditional specifications from a model theoretic viewpoint in Sec- 
tion 2. In that section, after introducing the basic definitions, we study the properties 
of models of partial conditional specifications and in particular the characterization 
and existence of free and initial models. We present a full picture of the situation that 
can be summarized as follows. 
Like in the total and the partial positive conditional case, model classes are closed 
w.r.t. subalgebras and isomorphisms (Proposition 2.3); thus free and initial models are 
characterized, whenever exist, by the usual construction as a (partial) quotient of the 
term algebra w.r.t. the intersection of the kernels of the evaluation homomorphisms 
into the models of the specification (Theorem 2.4). Closure w.r.t. (even binary) 
products may fail and free and initial models do not always exist (counterexamples are 
provided). The existence of free models is undecidable even for finite specifications 
(Theorem 2.9); the proof uses a result (Theorem 2.7) showing that free models exist if 
a set of conditional formulas, called naughty formulas, is empty. The well-known 
existence of free models in the positive conditional case follows as an immediate 
corollary of this result. Finally it is shown that partial conditional specifications are 
more expressive than total and positive conditional specifications. 
In Section 3 we discuss the relationships between the existence of the free models 
and logical deduction. The central result (Theorem 3.6) characterizes the existence of 
free models in terms of completeness w.r.t. existential equalities of generic conditional 
inference systems. However, we start the section by illustrating the delicate issue of 
soundness. Goguen and Meseguer (see [lS] for references), following a remark by 
Huet, have shown that the usual one-sorted inference system trivially adapted to the 
many-sorted case produces unsound deductions whenever empty carriers are allowed, 
and proposed adding explicit quantification to the formulas to avoid the problem. 
Another way of handling the empty-carrier problems for total algebras is in [ 141. In 
our formalism we can eliminate the unsound deductions without introducing explicit 
quantification. Our solution is illustrated by an important example of inference 
system, the UL system, which is shown to be sound (Theorem 3.3). The UL system is 
introduced both for the sake of concreteness and also as a preliminary to a complete 
system to be introduced later. 
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As an application of our results we get completeness results w.r.t. existential 
equalities (but not w.r.t. strong equalities) for systems handling positive conditional 
specifications. 
In Section 4 we face the problem of giving systems (sound and) complete w.r.t. all 
equalities. This section is entirely devoted to a presentation and proof of completeness 
of systems w.r.t. strong equalities. These systems are obtained from the UL system of 
the previous section just by adding one crucial (and subtle) elimination rule. In the 
first subsection two systems are presented, one for dealing with equalities with 
variables (CL) and the other for dealing with ground equalities. Their completeness, 
which is by far the most difficult result of the paper (Theorems 4.5 and 4.6) is then 
proved in the second subsection. Finally, a simplified system for the finitary case (i.e. 
only finite sets of premises in the axioms), where the elimination rule assumes a very 
simple and intuitive form, is given in the third subsection, where its completeness i  
nontrivially derived from the completeness of the system for the infinitary case 
(Theorem 4.19). 
We stress the fact that the well-known results about free models and equational 
deduction for positive conditional and total specifications are all deducible as easy 
instantiations of the theory presented here, which thus can be seen as a comprehensive 
theory of partial specifications. 
The results in this paper can of course be applied, via first-order reduction as we 
have indicated, to partial higher-order specifications and term-extensional (also 
term-generated extensional) models. In particular we can obtain necessary and 
sufficient conditions for the existence of the initial model in the class of term- 
extensional models for positive conditional higher-order specifications (see [l, 31). 
Moreover we can get, via skolemization, complete systems of equational deduction for 
partial higher-order specifications and extensional models. We do not treat these 
applications here but refer to [l] and to [2] for some of them and to [3] for a full 
presentation of the higher-order case. 
Some of the results of this paper in a less general form and without proofs already 
appeared in two conferences (see [l, lo]). 
1. A category of partial algebras 
We start with a short collection of basic notions and results, which are well known. 
However we need to report them here, in order to fix the notation and also because 
sometimes there are subtle differences; for example, the notion of congruence differs 
from the one in [9]. The notation here coincides more or less with that used by 
Meseguer and Goguen [lS] and Broy and Wirsing in [8]. 
Proofs are omitted or simply outlined since they are straightforward adaptation of 
well known proofs for total algebras (see anyway [9,15,18]). 
Due to the partiality of functions at the semantic level, metaexpressions can be 
“undefined”, i.e. nondenoting any element; thus the meaning of equality between 
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metaexpressions has to be explicitly stated, as different choices are possible. In the 
sequel the symbol = will always denote strong equality, i.e. if p and q are expressions 
in the metalanguage, then p = q holds iff either both p and q are undefined, or both are 
defined and equal. 
Definition 1.1. 
l A signature (S,F) consists of a countable set S of sorts and of a family 
F = (Fw.sjwPs~ses of disjoint sets of operation symbols. We also write op : sl.. .s, 4 s 
for OP E F,,,.,~.,. A generic signature will be denoted by Z. 
o A partial algebra A on a signature C = (S, F) consists of a family {s~}~,~ of sets, the 
carriers,andofafamily (~p~}~~~~,,,,,~s~,~~s of partial functions, the interpretations 
of operation symbols, s.t. 
_ if w = /i then either opA is undefined or opA E sA; 
_ ifw=sl . ..s.. where n 2 1, then opA:s: x...xs,A+ s*. 
For the case when w = A, we assume as usual that k’ is the one point set and thus 
a constant op E F,,,, which is regarded as a “zeroary” operation, is interpreted in 
A either as undefined or as a value in the codomain s’. 
Often we denote the partial algebra A by the pair ({.Y’}, {op”}), omitting the 
range of s and op which are given by the signature. A partial algebra over 
a signature C is called a Z-algebra. We denote by PA(C) the class of all Z-algebras. 
l Let A be a partial algebra on a signature C = (S, F); then a C-algebra B is 
a subalgebra (regular subobject) of A iff sB c S” for all SES and for every opt F,,, 
_ if w = A then op’ = op*; 
- ifw=s I...~nr where n > 1, then opB(bI, . . . . b,) = opA(bI, . . . . b,) for every b,Esf’ 
and i = 1, . . . . n. 
Note that if B is a subalgebra of A and op”(b,, . . . , b,) is defined for some bi E sf and 
i = 1, . . . . n, then opA(bI, . . . , b,) E sB, by definition of opB. Thus subalgebras are opera- 
tionally closed w.r.t. the interpretation of operation symbols in the algebra. 
A particular example of algebra is the term-algebra, defined in the usual (total) way. 
In the sequel for every signature C = (S, F) we assume fixed a unioerse Var = { VurS},Yos 
of variables, i.e. an S-sorted family of disjoint denumberable sets, so that every “family 
X of variables” stands for a “subfamily X of Vu?. 
Definition 1.2. Let C = (S, F) be a signature and X = {Xs}sEs be a family of variables. 
l The family {G(X),,),,s of the sets of terms is inductively defined by: 
- for all s E S we have X, u F,,, E T,(X),,; 
- for all OP E F,,..,~,, and all tie T,(X),, for i = 1, . . . . n we have op(tI, . . ., t,,)E T,(X),,. 
l For all opcF, ,,,, S.,S let op’: T,(X),,, x...x TX(X),,“+ TX(X),, be defined by 
op=(tl, . ..) t,) = op(t,, . ..) t.) for all tiE T,(X),, for i = 1, . . . . n. 
l The term algebra over C and X, denoted by 7”(X), or shortly T, if X is the (family 
of) empty set, is the pair ((Tz(X),,}, {op’}). 
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The usual homomorphism condition imposed on homomorphisms p : A + B 
Ps(W%l, a**, 6)) = ~PB(PSlh)~ ...5 Ps,(%l)) (*) 
can be relaxed in the partial paradigm from two points of view: Eq. (*) can be required 
to be satisfied only on those values ai s.t. opA(ul, . .., a,) (respectively 
WB(P&l)> **a, p&x,))) is defined and moreover p can be a partial function. This gives 
rise to 6 different notions of homomorphism (all composable and with identity) that 
are used in the literature for different purposes, see e.g. [S, 9,181. 
Since in the sequel we will be primarily interested in initial models, we will define 
homomorphisms (and the corresponding category) in a way that the initial model (if 
any) satisfies the “no-junk” and “no-confusion” properties, see [ 151. These are guaran- 
teed if we require, respectively, that p is total and that (*) holds if opA(ul, . . . . a,) is 
defined. 
Definition 1.3. Let A and B be two C-algebras and p be a family of total functions 
p = { ps: sA + sB}seS. Then p is a homomorphism from A into B iff for any op E F,,,.,,m,,, 
with n 2 0, and any, aims: with i = 1, . . . . n, 
opA(ul, . . . . U,)ES A implies ps(opA(al, . . . . 4) = opB(psl(ad, . . . . ~,,(a.)). 
In the sequel if p is a homomorphism from A into B, then we write p: A + B. 
Note that the homomorphisms are composable (as maps) and that the identity map 
is always a homomorphism; thus we can define a category PAIg(C) having C-algebras 
as objects and homomorphisms as morphisms. In the following definition we use the 
notation of [ 131. 
Definition 1.4. For each signature C = (S, F) the category PAlg(C) of partial C- 
algebras consists of: 
l the set of objects of PAlg(C) is PA(Z); 
l PAlg(C)(A, B) = {p: A + B 1 p homomorphism} for all A, B E PA(C); 
l the identity morphism IdA is Id,., = (Zd,~},,s, where Id,d is defined by Id,“(u) = a for 
all UES~ and all C-algebras A; 
l let A, B and C be C-algebras, p : A + B and q : B -+ C be homomorphisms; then q. p 
is the family {qs.ps}JEs. 
Definition 1.5. Let A be a C-algebra, X = {Xs}sss be an S-sorted family of variables 
and V= {V,:X, + sA)seS be a family of total functions, called a valuation for X in A. 
l Then the natural interpretation of terms w.r.t. A and V, denoted by evul**“, is the 
partial function inductively defined by the following clauses, where we write t**” for 
evul*‘“(t): 
- xA7” = K(x), for all x EX, and op**” = op*, for all opt F,,,; 
- (op(t1, . . . . t”))**” = op*(t:*“, . ..) t,A,” ) for all Opel;; ,__,, sm,s, with n 2 1, and all 
tiE T,(x),s,. 
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When restricted to T,, eval**’ is denoted by evalA and, correspondingly, tAvV 
becomes tA. 
l The term-image algebra V(A) is the subalgebra of A defined by: 
sYCA’ = {a I3tc T,(X),, s.t. a = tA*V} for all SES. 
l The kernel of the natural interpretation of terms w.r.t. A and V, denoted by 
KAqV(X) or simply by KA if X is the empty set, is the family {KA*V(X)s},YcS where 
K”,‘(X), = {(t, t’) 1 t, t’c TX(X),,, tAsv, t’A*VEsA and t**’ = t’A*V), 
l If eualA is surjective, then A is called term-generated. 
Proposition 1.6. Let A and B be two C-algebras, X be a family of variables, b and V, be 
two valuations for X in A and B respectively. 
1. If p: A + B is a homomorphism s.t. p( b(x)) = V,(x) for all XEX, then 
p(t”vY”) = tB*” for all t E T,(X),, s.t. tAyV” ES*. 
2. If evalA*V* is surjective, then there exists at the most one homomorphism q : A -P B 
s.t. q( h(x)) = VB(x) for all x EX. 
Proof. By induction over T,(X). 0 
Definition 1.7. 
l Given a signature C = (F, S) and a C-algebra A, a congruence E over A is a family 
of binary relations { E,},,~ satisfying the following conditions (where we omit the 
obvious quantifications over sorts): 
_ ss E sA x s”, and C, is symmetric and transitive; in the sequel we denote by 
Dom( + the set {a ((a,a)E E,} and we define a =:a’ iff either a ~~a’ or 
a, a’ .$ Dom( E,); 
- for all OPEF s,,..J., s and all ai,a:Esf, with i = l,..., n, if ai -+a: for i = l,..., n, 
then opA(aI, . . . . a,) =fopA(a;, . . . . a:). 
- for all op E F,,..,,,, and all aiEs:, with i = 1, . . . . n, if op”(a,, . . . . a,)EDom( zS), 
then aiEDom( Q, for i = 1, . . . . n. 
l Let = be a congruence over a Z-algebra A; let [a] denote the equivalence class of 
a in =, for all s E S and all a ES*. The quotient algebra of A w.r.t. E, denoted by 
Af z, is defined by: 
- sA’= = {[a] 1 a E Dom( E,)}, for all s r5 S; 
- opA” ([al], . . . . [a.]) = [opA(a,, . . . . a.)] if opA(aI, . . . . a,)EDom( Ed), otherwise 
.PA” (Cd . . . . r43 is undefined, for all opt F c,,..s.,,,, ai EDoin( G.~) with 
i = 1, . . . . n. 
The definition of congruence guarantees that structured denotations of elements are 
preserved by the quotient operation. 
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Proposition 1.8. Let A be a C-algebra, z be a congruence, X be a family of variables 
and V, V’ be valuations respectivelyfor X in A andfor X in A/= s.t. V’(x) = [V(x)]. For 
every term t E T,(X),, we have that [tA*“] = tAiz,Y’. 
Proof. By structural induction over 7”(X). 0 
The Proposition 1.8 implies, in particular, that if evalA*” is surjective, then evalA”.” 
is surjective, too. 
Proposition 1.9. Let A be a C-algebra and V be a valuation for a family X of variables in A. 
1. The kernel KA*“(X) is a congruence over T,(X). 
2. The algebras V(A) and Ts(X)/KASY(X) are isomorphic. 
Proof. 
1. The proof easily follows from the definition of KA*‘(X). 
2. It is easy to check that p: Ts(X)/KASY(X) --t V(A), defined by p,([t]) = tAeY, and 
q: V(A)+ Ts(X)/KA*“(X), defined by qJa) = [t], where t E T,(X),, and tAvV = a, are 
homomorphisms and that both p. q = Id,,,, and q .p = Id,x,x,,,~.~(x,. 0 
Proposition 1.10. Let A be a C-algebra and =,, =2 be congruences over A. Then the 
relation M E A/=, xA/~~,dejned by M = {([a]l,[a]z)~a~Dom(~I)uDom(~I)}, 
is a homomorphism t$f =I E Ed. 
Proof. The proof easily follows from the definitions of congruence and homomor- 
phism. 0 
It is easy to check that the intersection of congruences is a congruence, too; thus we 
can give the following definition. 
Definition 1.11. Let C be a class of E-algebra and X be a family of variables s.t. there 
exist an A EC and a valuation for X in A. 
l For every family E = { =i}ior of congruences over a C-algebra A the intersection of 
=, denoted by n( E), is the congruence { nis, ~f}~~~. 
l Kc(X) is the intersection of the family {KA,“(X) 1 AE C, V: X + A}. If X is the 
empty set, then we simply denote Kc(X) by KC. Moreover we denote Ts(X)/KC(X) 
by FrC(X) and by mc the valuation m ‘: X + FrC(X) defined by mC(x) = [xlKqX,. 
l Gen(C, X) is the subclass of C defined by: 
{Al AEC and there exists V: X --, A s.t. V(A) = A}. 
If X = 8, then Gen(C,@ = {Al AEC s.t. evalA(Tz) = A} is denoted by Gen(C). 
l A pair (Fr, m), where Fr is a C-algebra and m is a valuation for X in Fr, is free over 
X in C iff 
- FrEC; 
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- for all A EC and all valuations V for X in A, there exists a unique homomor- 
phism pV from Fr into A s.t. p&(x)) = V(x) for all XEX. 
l An algebra I is initial in C iff it is free over the empty set in C, i.e. iff I E C and for all 
AEC there exists a unique homomorphism from I into A. 
Note that the definition of free object coincides with the usual definition in category 
theory of a free object generated by X w.r.t. the forgetful functor from PAlg(C) into 
Set, (the category of S-sorted sets), see e.g. [13]. 
Let us state some results on the existence and the characterization of the free model 
for a class C of algebras. 
Proposition 1.12. Let X be a family of variables and C be a class of Z-algebras closed 
w.r.t. subalgebras and isomorphisms. The following conditions are equivalent: 
1. there exists a free object for X in C; 
2. FrC(X) belongs to C; 
3. (FrC(X), mC) is free for X in C; 
4. there exists a free object for X in Gen(C, X). 
Proof. (1 + 2) Let (Fr, m) be the free object for X in C. Since C is closed w.r.t. 
subalgebras, m(Fr)E C and hence T,(X)/KF’*“(X)~ C, too, because of Proposition 1.9, 
as C is closed w.r.t. isomorphisms. Since (Fr, m) is free for X in C, for every A EC and 
every V: X + A a homomorphism qv : Fr + A exists s.t. qv. m = V, so that, by Prop- 
osition 1.6, qv(tF’*“‘) = t “*’ for all t E T,(X) s.t. tF’.“’ is defined. 
Therefore pv : Tz(X)/KFrVm(X) + Ts(X)/K”*“(X), defined by pv([t]Kfv.n,X,) = 
C%w is a homomorphism. Thus KFr*m(X) E K”*“(X) because of Proposition 1.10, 
and hence KFrVm(X) c Kc(X) so that KFr*m (X) = Kc(X). Therefore FrC(X) = T,(X)/ 
Kc(X) = Tz(X)/KF’*‘“(X)~ C. 
(2 + 3) We have to show that for all A EC and all V: X + A there exists a unique 
homomorphism pv : FrC(X) + A s.t. pv( [xl) = V(x). Let pv: FrC(X) + A defined by 
Plml) = tAsV; pv is a function because Kc(X) E K”*‘(X) and obviously is a 
homomorphism. Finally pv is unique because of Proposition 1.6. 
(3 + 4) Since FrC(X)E Gen(C, X) by definition and (FrC(X), mC) is free for X in C, 
then (FrC(X), mC) is also free for X in Gen(C,X). 
(4 + 1) Let (Fr, m) be the free object for X in Gen(C, X). Consider AE C and 
V:X + A. Then V(A)E Gen(C,X), hence there is p: Fr + V(A) such that 
p(m(x)) = V(x) for all x E X. Moreover the composition of such p with the embedding 
of V(A) into A is the unique morphism from Fr to A satisfying the above condition, by 
Proposition 1.6. Cl 
Corollary 1.13. Let C be a class of C-algebras closed w.r.t. subalgebras and isomor- 
phisms. The following conditions are equivalent: 
1. there exists an initial object in C; 
2. TsJK’ belongs to C; 
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3. Tz/Kc is initial in C; 
4. there exists a free object for X in Gen(C). 
Proof. From Proposition 1.12, for X = 0. 0 
2. Partial conditional specifications 
In this section, after introducing some basic definitions, we study the properties of 
models of partial conditional specifications and in particular the characterization and 
existence of free and initial models. 
We present a full picture of the situation that can be summarized as follows. 
Like in the total and the partial positive conditional case, model classes are closed 
w.r.t. subalgebras and isomorphisms (Proposition 2.3); thus free and initial models are 
characterized, whenever exist, by the usual construction as a (partial) quotient of the 
term algebra w.r.t. the intersection of the kernels of the evaluation homomorphisms 
into the models of the specification (Theorem 2.4). 
Closure w.r.t. (even binary) products may fail and free and initial models do not 
always exist (counterexamples are provided). 
The existence of free models is undecidable even for finite specifications (The- 
orem 2.9); the proof of this uses a result (Theorem 2.7) showing that a necessary and 
sufficient condition for the existence of free models is the emptiness of a set of 
conditional formulas, called naughty formulas. This also shows the well-known 
existence of free models in the positive conditional case. 
Finally it is shown that partial conditional specifications are more expressive than 
total and positive conditional specifications. 
Definition 2.1. Let C = (S, F) be a signature and X be a family of S-sorted 
variables. 
l An elementary formula over C and X has the form either D(t) or t = t’ for 
t, t’E T,(X),,, where D denotes the definedness predicate (one for each sort; but sorts 
are omitted). The set of all elementary formulas over C and X will be denoted by 
EForm (C, X). 
l A conditional formula over C and X has the form A I E, where A and E are 
respectively acountable set of elementary formulas and an elementary formula over 
C and X. 
If A is the empty set, then A 3 E is an equivalent notation for the elementary 
formula s. 
l A positive conditional formula over C and X is a conditional formula A 1 E over 
C and X s.t. D(t) or D(t’) belongs to A for every t = t’ belonging to A. 
l For every formula 4 let Var(4) denote the set of all variables which appear in $. 
A formula r$ is called ground iff Var(4) is empty. 
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l If A is a partial algebra, 4 is a formula and V is a valuation for VU(+) in A, then we 
say that 4 holds for I/ in A (equivalently: is satisjedfor V by A) and write A + V 4 
accordingly to the following clauses: 
- A bV D(t) iff tA,” is defined; 
- A + v r = r’ iff t**“, r’**” are either both defined and equal or both undefined; 
- A~vd~~iffA~vvE,orA~v~forsome6~d; 
We write A + 4 for a formula #J and say that 4 holds in (equivalently: is satisfied by, 
is ualid in) A iff A + v 4 for all valuations V for Var(4) in A. 
Remark 
l From the definition of validity, for all variables x we have that A + D(x) follows, 
because valuations are total functions and thus V(x) = x*9” is defined for every 
valuation V. 
l Note that D(t) can be equivalently expressed by t = e t, where = e denotes existen- 
tial equality: =e holds iff both sides are defined and equal; hence elementary 
formulas are just equalities either strong or existential. Analogously, since t = e t’ is 
logically equivalent to D(t) A t = t’, positive conditional formulas are (first-order 
equivalent to) conditional formulas whose premises are just existential equalities. 
l The above notion of validity is the usual one in the many-sorted case; however 
some comments can be helpful. If VU(~)~ # 8 and s* = 8, then A + 4 holds; hence 
for any class C of algebras, C l= r#~ iff A+ 4 for all A E C s.t. Var(4), # 0 implies 
s* # 0. Thus if C contains an algebra with all carriers nonempty (as it will always 
happen in the sequel), then the notion of validity for the class coincides with the 
classical one; for example we could not have both C + 4 and C + 14 (but note 
that here we do not have negation). Finally it is also useful to emphasize that here 
we can stay within a two-valued logic, since any conditional formula is always 
either true or false for a (total) valuation of its variables. 
In the sequel a generic elementary formula will be denoted by E, Q+, y or 6, while 
a generic conditional formula will be denoted by 4, 0 or $; moreover for all 
conditional formulas 4 = (d ZI E) we denote A by prem(4) and E by cons(r$); finally 
s1 A...AE, 3 E is the same as {si,..., 6,) I) E for elementary formulas sl, . . . , E,, E. 
Definition 2.2 
l A conditional specification consists of a signature C and of a set Ax of conditional 
formulas over C. A generic conditional specification will be denoted by Sp; 
the formulas belonging to Ax are called the axioms of Sp and usually denoted 
by a. 
l A positive conditional speci$cation is a conditional specification s.t. all its axioms are 
positive conditional formulas; a generic positive conditional specification will be 
denoted by PSp. 
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l For any conditional specification Sp = (&Ax), 
PMod(Sp) = {A 1 A E PA(C) and A t= c( for all tx E Ax}; 
an algebra A~pMod(Sp) is called a model of Sp. 
l For every conditional specification Sp = (Z, Ax) and every family X of variables, 
K(Sp, X) denotes the congruence K P”‘“d(Sp)(X), Fr(Sp, X) denotes FrPM”d’Sp’(X) and 
m(Sp, X) denotes the valuation mPModCSp) (see Definition 1 .ll). 
l For every conditional specification Sp = (C, Ax), PGen(Sp, X) denotes the class 
Gen(PMod(Sp), X); moreover, if X is empty, then PGen(Sp, X) is simply denoted by 
PGen(Sp). 
Note that PMod(Sp) is not empty for any conditional specification Sp, since the 
trivial (total) algebra Z, with singleton sets as carriers and the obvious (total) 
interpretations of function symbols, is always a model. Moreover the trivial algebra 
Z has all carriers nonempty, so that there exists a valuation for all families X in Z and 
hence K(Sp,X) is always well defined. 
Proposition 2.3. For all conditional specifications Sp the class PMod(Sp) is closed w.r.t. 
subalgebras and isomorphisms. 
Proof. The closure under isomorphisms easily follows from the definition of validity; 
thus we just consider the closure under subobjects. 
Let A belong to PMod(Sp), B be a subalgebra of A, u be an axiom and V be 
a valuation for Var(a) into 8. Then V is also a valuation for Var(a) into A and it is easy 
to check that tA*” = tB*” for all t E Tx( Var(a)) and hence that A b v E iff B /= v E for all 
E E EForm(C, Var(a)). Therefore B k v o! follows, since A k v a, because A is a model 
of sp. 0 
Thus we can instantiate Proposition 1.12 on PMod(Sp). 
Theorem 2.4. Let X be a family of variables and Sp = (C, Ax) be a conditional specifca- 
tion. The following conditions are equivalent: 
1. there exists a free object for X in PMod(Sp); 
2. Fr(Sp, X)E PMod(Sp); 
3. (Fr(Sp, X), m(Sp, X)) is the free object for X in PMod(Sp); 
4. there exists a free object for X in PGen(Sp, X). 
Proof. From Proposition 1.12, which applies here because PMod(Sp) is closed w.r.t. 
subalgebras and isomorphisms by Proposition 2.3. 0 
Contrary to the case of positive conditional specifications, in general the class of 
models of a conditional specification eed not be closed under binary products, as the 
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a = b 1 D(a) 
Let A and B be the models of Sp, defined by: 
Algebra A = 
SA = (1) 
a* is undefined 
bA = 1 
Algebra B = 
SE = SA 
aB= 1 
bB is undefined 
Then the algebra A x B consists of: 
Algebra A x B = 
52; = ~(L l)> 
= (aA,aB) is undefined, because aA is undefined 
bAxB = (bA, bB) is undefined, because bB is undefined 
Therefore A x B is not a model of Sp,, because A x B + a = b, as both a and b are 
undefined, but A x B # D(a). 0 
While in the case of positive conditional specifications the closure under isomor- 
phisms, subalgebras and products is sufficient o guarantee the existence of (free and) 
initial objects, the model class of a conditional specification does not need to have 
initial objects. Indeed, let us consider again the above specification Sp,; since an initial 
model, if any, is minimally defined, if an algebra I is initial in PMod(Sp,), then both 
a and b are undefined, because they are undefined respectively in A and B, and hence 
I is not a model of Sp,. It is easy to see that more sophisticated specifications exist that 
admit initial models, but do not admit free models for nonempty X; consider indeed 




zero :+ s 
.f, succ: s + s 
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axioms 
011 Succ(x) = f(x) ZJ D(Succ(x)) 
ct2 D(Succ(zer0)) 
63 D(Succ(x)) 3 D(Succ(Succ(x))) 
The following is an initial model of Sp,: 
Algebra1 = 
s’ = .N 
zero’ = 0 
SW?(~) = a + 1 f’ is the totally undefined function 
Let A and B be the models of Sp, and V,, V’ the valuations for a nonempty X in A, 
B respectively defined by: 
Algebra,4 = 
s~=Nu(CO) 
zeroA = 0 
SuccA(a) = a + 1 if aE N 
SuccA{ co} is undefined 
fA(a) = co 
V,(x) = co for all xCX 
Algebra B = 
SB = SA 
zeroB = 0 
Succ’(b)=b+ 1 ifbEN 
SuccB{ co} = co 
fB is the totally undefined function 
b=b 
Because of Theorem 2.4, in order to show that Sp, has no free model for X it is 
sufficient to show that Fr(Sp,, X) 4 PMod(Sp2). Since both SUCC(X)~.~ and J(x)~.~ 
are undefined for all XEX, they do not belong to Dom(K(Sp2,X)). Therefore 
WSp2, W +w~,.x) Succ(x) = f(x) and Fr(Sp,, X) I#m,Sp2~X,D(S~~~(~)) so that 
Fr(Sp,, X) does not satisfy al and hence is not a model of Sp,. 0 
Since, by Theorem 2.4, the existence of a free model of a specification Sp for a family 
X of variables is equivalent to Fr(Sp, X) E PMod(Sp), we are interested in conditions 
guaranteeing that Fr(Sp, X) satisfies the axioms of Sp. Since Fr(Sp, X) is a quotient of 
a term algebra, such conditions can be stated in a syntactic form. Indeed, a quotient 
T,(X)/ = satisfies a formula f$ for a valuation V iff it satisfies an instantiation p(4) for 
the valuation m defined by m(x) = [x] =_, where p substitutes for each variable 
XE Vur(4) a representative of the congruence class V(x). 
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Definition 2.5. Let Sp = (Z, Ax) be a conditional specification, X be a family of 
variables, E be a congruence on T,(X) and m be the valuation defined by 
m(x) = [x] =. The set NF(Sp, = ), where NF stands for Naughty Formulas, consists of 
all conditional formulas A 2 E over C and X that are instantiations of the axioms and 
do not hold in T,(X)/ = , i.e. more formally s.t. 
nfr A 3 E is a [t,,/y 1 y E Vur(a)] for some a E Ax and some t, E T,(X) s.t. t, E Dom( E ) 
for all yE Vur(a); 
nf2 7”(X)/= +,,,a for all SEA; 
nf3 T,(X)/= #me* 
In the special case when = = K(Sp, X), the set NF(Sp, K(Sp, X)) will be denoted by 
SNF(Sp,X), where SNF stands for Semantic Naughty Formulas. 
Notation. Let X and Y be two families of variables, K be a congruence over 7”(Y) and 
V be a valuation for X in Tr( Y)/K. For every XE X we denote by tY,x a term 
t,,,~dom(K) s.t. V(x) = [tv,x], by I’(t) the term t[tv,x/x 1 XEX] for every term t, by 
V(0) the formula 6[tV,x/x 1 x E X] for every formula 19 and by V(T) the set { V(y) 1 y E r} 
for every set r of formulas. 
Note that if A = T,(Y)/K, then t**” is the equivalence class of I’(r) in K, by 
Proposition 1.8, and that Abvy iff A k,,, V(y), where m(x) = [x]~. 
Lemma 2.6. Let Sp = (C, Ax) be a conditional specijcation, X be a family of variables 
and = be a congruence on T,(X); then T,(X)/ = is a model of Sp iflNF(Sp, =) = 0. 
Proof. Let A denote T,(X)/ = and m be the valuation defined by m(x) = [x] ~ for all 
XEX. 
( =-) We assume that C#J satisfies nfi and nf2 and show that C#J does not satisfy nf3. 
Because of nfi, q5 is a [t,/y I y E Var(a)] for some a E Ax and t, E T,(X) s.t. A + m D(t,). 
Let us define the valuation V for Var(a) in A by V(y) = [t,]; note that I’ is well 
defined, because A + ,,, D(t,) by nfi and hence [t,,] E A. Since A is a model of Sp, we 
have that A k “~1, i.e. A +,,, V(a), hence A +,,, #J. Therefore, since A k,,,S for all 
6 ~prem(4) because of nfi, A +,,,cons(r#~), i.e. C#J does not satisfy nf3. 
(c’) Let a be an axiom of Sp and V be a valuation for Var(a) in A. 
Then for all ye Var(a) we have that tV,, E Dom( G ), i.e. A /= ,,, D(c~,~) and hence V(a) 
satisfies nfi. Thus, since NF(Sp, =) is empty, V(a) does not satisfy nfi or nf3, i.e. 
A p,,,h for some 6~prem( V(a)) or A +,,,cons(V(a)). Thus A k,,, V(a) and hence 
A+,a. Cl 
Adding the results of Theorem 2.4 to an application of Lemma 2.6 we get the 
following summarizing theorem, which will be used extensively in the sequel. 
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Theorem 2.7. For every specification Sp and every family X of variables, the following 
conditions are equivalent: 
1. there exists a free object for X in PMod(Sp); 
2. Fr(Sp, X) E PMod(Sp); 
3. (Fr(Sp,X), m(Sp,X)) is free for X in PMod(Sp); 
4. there exists a free object for X in PGen(Sp, X); 
5. SNF(Sp, X) = 0. 
Proof. 1 o 2 o 3 c> 4 follow from Proposition 2.4 and 2 o 5 from Lemma 2.6. 0 
Using condition 5 of Theorem 2.7, we can obtain as a corollary the well-known 
result of the existence of a free model for positive conditional specifications. 
Corollary 2.8. Zf PSp is a positive conditional specijication, then for all families X of 
variables (Fr(PSp, X), m(PSp, X)) is free for X in PMod(PSp). 
Proof. Let Fr denote Fr(PSp,X) and m denote m(PSp,X). Because of Theorem 2.7, 
we only have to show that SNF(Sp, X) is empty. Let us assume that C$ satisfies nfi and 
nf2 and show that I$ does not satisfy nf3. Because of nfi, C#I is a[t,,/yI ye Var(a)] for 
some aEAx and some t,,E T,(X) s.t. Fr +,D(t,); PSp being a positive conditional 
specification, all the premises of a may be assumed to be given as existential equalities. 
Thus Fr +,S implies A + y 6 for all models A, all valuations Y: X + A and all 
s~prem(4), by definition of Fr. Analogously Fr +,,,D(tJ implies A bV D(t,) and 
hence V’: Var(a)+ A, defined by V’(y) = tt,“, is a valuation; moreover, A being 
a model of Sp, A t= V, a and hence A k V Cp. Therefore from A + y 4 and A I= y 6 for all 
6 E prem(4), we get A + V tons(4) for all models A and all valuations V: X + A, so that 
Fr +,,, cons(+), i.e. nf3 does not hold. 0 
Again using condition 5 of Theorem 2.7, we get the following basic undecidability 
result. 
Theorem 2.9. The existence offree objects is not decidable, even forJinitary conditional 
specifications. 
Proof. We show that for every Thue system E over an alphabet A and every pair of 
nonempty strings tl and w over A there exists a specification Sp,,,., s.t. SNF(Sp,.,,, 8) 
is empty iff u = w follows from E. 
Therefore, since the set {(E, u, w) 1 E I- u = w} is not decidable (see e.g. [6]) and the 
emptiness of SNF(Sp,_,,, 0) is equivalent to the existence of an initial model for 
SP,,“,,, the existence of the initial model for the class of the conditional specifications 
SPE. u. w is not decidable either. Thus we only have to exhibit such a conditional 
specification Sp,. u. w. 
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It is well known that every Thue system E over an alphabet A may be represented 
by the total equational one-sorted specification 
SPL.4 = (C,,Eu{.(.(x,y),z)=.(x,.(y,z)}), 
where CA consists of just one sort s, of a constant symbol a for each a E A and of 
a binary symbol . which represents the concatenation, in the sense that for all 
nonempty strings u and w over A the equality u = w follows from E iff it holds in all 
models of Sp,,,. 
Then for each Thue system E over A and all nonempty strings u and w over A let 
SPE. U, w be the specification having the signature 
CA u ({s’}, {b, b’: -+ s’}) 
and the axioms 
{D(-(x,y)), u = w =I D(b), b = b’ I D(b)}. 
It is easy to check that SNF(Sp,.,,,,$) is empty iff u = w follows from E. 0 
Finally we conclude the section showing that, w.r.t. model classes, partial condi- 
tional specifications are more expressive than the (total and) positive conditional ones, 
even if the attention is restricted to those specifications admitting initial models. 
Note that there exist classes PMod(Sp) admitting free objects for all families X of 
variables which are not definable by only positive conditional formulas, as the 







Then for all families X of variables there exists a free object (Fr, m) for Sp,, defined by: 
Algebra Fr = 
sFr =x 
aFr, bFr, cFr, dF’ are undefined 
m(x) = x 
In order to show that PMod(Sp3) cannot be the model class of a positive conditional 
specification it is sufficient to show that it is not closed under nonempty products, 
since the model class of a positive conditional specification is a quasi-variety (see e.g. 
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[19]). Let A and B be the models of Sp, defined by: 
Algebra A = 
SA = {1,2) 
u” = 1 b* undefined 
c* = 2:dA undefined 
Algebra B = 
SB = s* 
aB undefined, bB = 1 
cB = 2 9 dB undefined 
Both are models of Sp,; but their product is the algebra C defined by: 
Algebra C = 
SC = {1,2} x(1,2} a’, be, dC undefined, cc = (2,2) 
that is not a model of Sp,. 17 
Both in the total conditional and in the partial positive conditional cases the closure 
under nonempty products of the model class guarantees that for any sort either the 
corresponding carrier is a singleton set in all models or there are models having this 
carrier larger than an arbitrary cardinality. Indeed assume that there is a model A s.t. 
S* has cardinality at least 2; then for any (possibly infinite) set 1 the product n,A is 
a model, because the model class is closed under nonempty products, and snl* has 
cardinality at least 2’. The lack of closure under nonempty products for the partial 
conditional case makes this property false; more precisely, denoting by (X 1 the 
cardinality of any set X, for any no N there exists a conditional specification 
Sp” = (C”,Ax”) s.t. 
l IsAl < n for all AEPMod(Sp”) and all SES; 
l there exists A E PMod(Sp”) and SE S s.t. 1 S* ) = n. 
Consider the following example. 
SOrtSSi for i = l,..., n 
opns 
qj: +sifori=l ,..., n,j=l,..., i 
tiESi+ ~Sifori=l,...,n-1 
axioms 
ii,j E$~;‘~ori=l,..., n,j=l,..., i 
Yi dji(x) = ti(y) I) x = y for i = l,..., n - 1 
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Let us assume that A is a model of Sp, and inductively show that Is;1 < i for 
i=l 7 -..7 n. 
l s: is the singleton set {a:,i}, because of a; 
l let us assume that 1 sf 1 < i; for any a E sf+ 1 either SA(U)ES~A or <t(a) is undefined 
and hence there are 1s: I + 1 possibilities to define e:(a) and hence, [: being an 
injective partial function because of yi, Is;+ 1 ( < 1s: I + 1 < i + 1. 
Moreover it is easy to check that I is a model of Sp4, where I is defined by: 
Algebra I = 
sf = (1, . . . . i} 
O!,j = j for all i = 1, . . . . n and all j = 1, . . . . i 
tf(j)=jforj= l,..., iandci(i+ l)isundefinedforalli= l,...,n- 1 
Note that in the total frame, from ls:l = 1 and by the injectivity of 5: we would get 
1s: I = 1 and so, inductively, 1st I = 1 for all i. In the partial positive frame, changing yi 
in ti(x) =e <i(y) 3 x = y, we allow many different elements to have undefined image 
along <i and hence there are models having the carriers of sort si of arbitrary 
cardinality for all i = 1, . .., n. 0 
3. Free objects and logical deduction 
Here we discuss the relationships between the existence of the free models and 
logical deduction. 
The central result (Theorem 3.6) characterizes the existence of free models in 
terms of completeness w.r.t. existential equalities of generic conditional inference 
systems. However, we start by illustrating the delicate issue of soundness and compare 
our solution to other approaches. That solution is illustrated by an important 
example of inference system, the UL system, which is shown to be sound 
(Theorem 3.3). The UL system is introduced both for the sake of concreteness 
and also as a preliminary to a complete system to be introduced later. 
As an application of our results we get completeness results w.r.t. existential equalities 
(but not w.r.t. strong equalities) for systems handling positive conditional specifica- 
tions. 
In the sequel when referring to generic formulas and inference systems we consider 
them within an infinitary logic which extends first-order logic by admitting denumer- 
able conjunctions (, disjunctions) and quantification over denumerable sets of 
variables (see e.g. [ 121). 
Note that, as usual, quantification is always implicit and universal, as it may 
be easily deduced from the definition of validity, i.e. every formula C$ is a 
short notation for the formula { Vx: s I x E Vur(~),},,,.~. However this short notation 
may cause a subtle error whenever empty carriers are allowed, as the following 
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example shows, 
spec Sp, = 
sortssl,s, 
opns 
a, b :+ s1 




a3 a = f(x) 
a4 f(x) = b 
Now if L is a logical system for Sp,, then we obviously have L t- a = f(x) and 
L I- f(x) = b, while L t- a = b is an unsound deduction; for example T, is a model of 
Sp, (actually it is initial) but Tzk a = b. This may happen, since Tz(X)I,2 = 0. 0 
Indeed Huet noted that, in the framework of many-sorted algebras, the family 
may fail to be a congruence; in the example T, + a = f(x) and T, + f(x) = b, but 
since T,,,yl = 0 and hence there exists no valuation for {x} in T,, T,# a = b; so that 
W is not transitive. He suggested how to avoid unsound ground deductions in the case 
of total algebras by restricting signatures to those whose corresponding carriers either 
are guaranteed to be nonempty by the existence of ground terms of each sort, or are in 
a sense absolutely disconnected by the nonempty carriers (the rigorous notion is that 
of sensible signature, see e.g. [ 111). This approach fails in the partial framework since 
a ground term may be undefined in an algebra and hence its existence does not 
guarantee that the corresponding carrier is not empty; thus we cannot guarantee that 
a carrier is not empty just by imposing some restrictions on the signature. 
The same problem was also tackled by Goguen and Meseguer in [15] with 
a particular interest to logical deduction. They proposed a system working on 
equalities of the form (VX)t = t’, where Var(t) u Vat-(t) s X, which produces 
(VX - (x})t = t’, eliminating a variable x from X, only if x does not appear in t = t’ 
and can be instantiated by a ground term. In this framework in Sp, we have that from 
(v ix) V(x) = b and (v 1x) )a = f( x we deduce (V {x})a = b, which holds also in TX, ) 
but we cannot deduce a = b, as x cannot be instantiated by a ground term, Tzls2 being 
empty. A similar approach can be used in the partial framework, permitting the 
elimination of those variables that can be instantiated by ground terms whose 
definedness is provable. For another system of equational deduction handling the 
empty carrier problem see [14]. 
However we can handle the problem in a way which is more natural for the partial 
approach; indeed we have at hand the existential equalities t =e t, or definedness 
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assertions D(t), and we may use them to replace in a formula the explicit indication of 
the variables to which the valuation refers. Thus the ([ 151)~like formula (VX)d 3 E 
becomes in our framework {D(x) 1 x EX} u A 3 E. Moreover, since D(y) holds in all 
algebras for any y, the presence of D(y) among the premises of a conditional formula 
has only the effect of possibly increasing the set of variables appearing in the axiom. 
Hence we can forget the explicit indication of the definedness of the variables 
appearing in A 3 E. This makes the partial deduction more concise. 
In order to make the presentation more concrete and to prepare the way to 
a completeness result, we introduce, for the moment just as an example, a particular 
system. It is reminiscent of systems found in the literature (see, e.g. [7]), but takes care 
of the soundness problem in the way suggested by the above remarks. We denote this 
system by UL, for Usual Logic system. 
Notation. Since we will often need formulas of the form 
{D(X)IXEX} u 0 3 E, 
let us introduce a short notation for these formulas. For all families X = {X,},,, of 
variables D(X) will denote the set of formulas {D(x) 1 x E X,, s E S}. Moreover for every 
inference system L, every family of variables X and every elementary formula E, if 
L t- 0(X’) 2 E for some X’ c X, then we write L Fx E. 
Definition 3.1. The UL inference system consists of the following axioms and infer- 
ence rules, where we assume that as usual e~EForm(C, Var), A, A,, r are countable 
subsets of EForm(C, I’& x E Var and t, t’, t”, ti, ti E rr( Vur). 
1. Dejnedness of variables 
D(x) 
2. Congruence 
(a) t = t 
(b) t = t’ 3 t’ = t 
(c) t = t’ A t’ = t” 3 t = t” 
(d) ti =t;/\... AC, = t; 3 op(t1, . ..) t.) = op(ti, . ..) tb) 
3. Strictness 
D(oP(t, 9 * * * 9 tn)) =) D(ti) 
4. Dejinedness and equality 
D(t) A t = t’ I D(t) 
5. Modus ponens 
Au~=E, {d,~yly~I-} 
D( VW(~) - Var (UYEr A, u A 3 E)) u A u (lJrEr AJ 2 E 
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6. Instantiation/abstraction 
where, for XEX,, t,ET’(Var),,. 
If Sp = (&Ax) is a conditional specification, then UL(Sp) denotes the system 
obtained from UL by adding Ax as axioms. 
Remark. It is worth noting that instantiation and abstraction are both handled by the 
above rule 6 to keep the system as economical as possible; instantiation corresponds 
to X being the family of variables of the formula that we are instantiating and 
abstraction corresponds to X being a family of variables which do not appear in the 
formula that we are abstracting and t, = x for all x E X. Thus rule 6 may be replaced 








Obviously both * and * are a particular case of 6 and it is easy to check that any 
application of 6 may be replaced by an application of * to increase the number of 
variables and an application of * to instantiate the variables: 
where l&r = {WL)IxEXs, SES). 
The focus of algebraic logic deduction is on equational deduction, because an 
inference system complete w.r.t. the (existential) equations gives the (initial) free 
model, if any. Since equations with explicit quantification V(X u Var(e)).e are equiva- 
lent in our approach to formulas of the form D(X) 1 E, we give notions of soundness 
and completeness also dealing with such particular conditional formulas; our notions 
subsume the usual ones dealing only with equalities. 
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Definition 3.2. Let L be an inference system with conditional formulas over C and Sp 
be a conditional specification over C. 
l L respects congruence if for all families X of variables the family eL(X) = 
{ E~(X)~}~~~, where 
E”(X), = {(t, t’) 1 t, t’e Tr(X),,, L kx D(t), L kx t = t’) 
is a congruence over T,(X) s.t. 
Dom( d(X),) = {t 1 t E T,(X),,, L I-xD(t)} 2 x. 
l L is sound w.r.t. Sp if for any formula 4, L I- C$ implies M + r$ for all ME PMod(Sp). 
l L is a (conditional) system for Sp if it respects congruences and is sound w.r.t. Sp. 
Let EEq(L,X) denote the following set 
{D(t) I t E T’(X),,) u {t = t’ I t, t’E 7”(X),,, L l-x D(t) or L Ex D(t’)}. 
l A system L for Sp is existentially equationally complete for X and Sp, in the sequel 
simply called eeq-complete, iff for any seEEq(L,X) if M + D(X) I E for all 
ME PMod(Sp), then there exists X’ c X s.t. L I- D(X’) I E. 
l A system L for Sp is strongly equationally complete for X and Sp, in the sequel 
simply called seq-complete, iff for any elementary formula E over C and X if 
M + D(X) I E for all ME PMod(Sp), then there exists X’ E X s.t. L I- D(X’) 3 E. 
Remark. It is worth noting that the easier formulation of completeness 
. ..ifM+D(X)Isforall MEPMod(Sp),then Ll-D(X)IE... 
is too restrictive. Indeed, although most systems have a rule of abstraction which 
allows to deduce L E D(X’) u {x} 3 E from L k D(X’) 3 E, in general if X is an infinite 
set, then L k 0(X’) 3 E does not imply L t- D(X) I E and in particular this happens 
for any finitary system, as the one that will be presented in Section 4. 
Theorem 3.3. For all conditional specijkations Sp, UL(Sp) is a system for Sp, i.e. it 
respects congruences and is sound w.r.t. Sp. 
Proof. Rules l-5 ensure that UL(Sp) respects congruence; thus we only have to show 
that it is sound. We do this by induction over the rules of UL(Sp). It is obvious that the 
rules l-4 are sound, by definition of validity for the definedness predicate and the 
equality; thus we only consider rules 5 and 6. 
Assume that the hypotheses of rule 5 are satisfied, i.e. that UL(Sp) I- 4, where 4 is 
A u P 1 E, and that UL(Sp) k 4, for all y E r, where 4, is A, I y. Then UL(Sp) k qb’, 
where 4’ is 
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and we have to show that A + $ and A + $Y for all y E r implies A l= #’ for all 
A E PM&(Q). Let V be a valuation for Vur(4’) in A E PMod(Sp) s.t. A l= V 6 for all 
6 E prem($‘); we show that A + V cons(#). 
First of all note that Vur(4’) is the same set as Vur(d) u UYEr lb(&), so that V is 
also a valuation for Vur(~$) and for VU~(C#J,) in A. Moreover for all y E r we have that 
prem(&,) E prem(#) and hence, because of A b V 6 for all 6 E prem(#), A l= V 6 for all 
6 E prem(&); thus, since A + &,, A + V y for all y E r. Therefore, since A E prem(#), 
A ,‘= y6 for all 6 E prem(4) = r u A, so that A k V tons(4), because A + V 4. Finally 
tons(4) = cons(@) and hence A + V 4’. 
Similarly we proceed in the case of rule 6. Assume that UL(Sp) I- I$, where 4 is 
A I E; then UL(Sp) I- c$‘, where 4’ is the formula 
{L&)IxEX,V seS) u ChCr,/ x xeX,, ~ES])~EA} I e[t,/x(x~X,, YES], I 
and we have to show that A + C#J implies A + 4 for all A E PM&(Q). 
Then let V be a valuation for Vur(q5’) in A E PM&(Q) s.t. A + V 6 for all 6 E prem(@) 
and show that A + V cons(@). Since {D(tJ 1 x E X,, s E S> E prem($), A + V D(tJ for all 
x E X; thus I/’ : Vur(4) + A defined by l”(x) = t, ‘*” if XEX, otherwise V’(x) = V(x) is 
a valuation for I’ur(4) in A. Moreover, by definition of I”, for all elementary formulas 
6 on J&r(+) we have that A + v, 6 iff A + v 8[tx/x I x E X,, s~S]. Thus A + v’ 6 for 
all G~prern(~$) so that, as A + 4, A bvT tons(4), i.e. A kvO E and hence 
A+=.e[t,/xIx~X,, SES]. 0 
We now characterize completeness in terms of free models. 
Notation. Let Sp be a conditional specification, X be a family of variables and L be 
a system for Sp. In the sequel Fr(L,X) stands for T,(X)/E~(X) and m(L, X): X -+ 
Fr(L,X) is the valuation defined by m(L, X)(x) = [x]. 
Note that Fr(L, X) is well defined because zL(X) is a congruence and that m(L, X) is 
really a valuation, i.e. a total function, because X c Dom( Ed). 
Any formula in EEq(L, X) plays the role of a (quantified) existential equality; this 
justifies calling “existentially equational completeness” the completeness w.r.t. 
EEq(L, X). Thus an eeq-complete system deduces all existential equalities holding in 
all models and hence Fr(L, X) is exactly Fr(Sp, X). 
Proposition 3.4. For all conditional systems L for Sp the system L is eeq-complete for 
X and Sp iJ9^ Fr(L,X) coincides with Fr(Sp,X). 
Proof. Let us denote K(Sp,X) by K and Go by =; by definition Fr(L,X) 
coincides with Fr(Sp,X) iff = and K are the same. 
Because of the soundness of L, E E K. Indeed if (t, t’)~ =, then, by definition of 
=, there exist X’, X” E X s.t. L k 0(X’) 3 D(t) and L k 0(X”) 2 t = t’. Thus, L being 
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sound, for all models A and all valuations V for X in A, A bV 0(X’) 3 D(t) and 
A l= y D(X”) =) t = t’; moreover, by definition of valuation, A + y D(x) for all x EX 
and hence A + y D(t), A + V t = t’, i.e. (t, t’) E KA*“(X). Therefore (t, t’) E K. 
So we have to show that K E = iff L is eeq-complete. 
( a) Let us denote formulas in EEq(L, X) by existential equalities. We assume that 
t =e t’eEEq(L,X) and L l+D(X’) 3 t =et’ for all X’ G X and show that there exists 
a model A ~PA4od(Sp) and a valuation V:X+ A s.t. A kc;” t =e t’. Since 
L yD(X’) 3 t =c t’ for any X’ E X, (t, t’) 4 E and hence, = being equal to K, 
(t, t’) $ K. Thus there exists a model A l PA4od(Sp) and a valuation V: X + A s.t. 
A#,t =ct’. 
( e ) If (t, t’) E K, then for all models A and all valuations V: X + A, (t, t’) e K”*“(X), 
i.e.A~VD(t),A~yt=t’;henceA~VD(X)~D(t)andA~~D(X)~t=t’.Thus,as 
L is eeq-complete, L l-x D(t) and L i-x t = t’, i.e. (c, t’) E s. •i 
Note that, as the following example shows, in general a conditional system is not 
eeq-complete for conditional specifications, even under the more restrictive hypothe- 
ses that there exists a free object for every family of variables; moreover the free object 







~11 f(x) = g(x) = W(a)) 
~2 W-b)) = t-(x) = g(x) 
a3 W(x)) = f(x) = g(x) 
a4 W) 
Because of a2 and a3 we have that f(x) = g(x) holds in all models of Sp6 and hence, 
instantiating a1 for x = a, that is defined by a4, D(f(a)) holds too, while, for example, 
UL(SpJ lfD(f(a)) and hence UL(Sp6) is not eeq-complete for 8 and Sp,. Moreover 
for every family X of variables Fr(Sp,,X), defined explicitly below, is a model and 
hence, because of Theorem 2.7, it is the free object for X in PMod(Sp,). 
Algebra Fr(SP,, X) = 
SF”SP+X) = X ” { 1,2} 
aFW6.X) = 1 
f FrW..X) = 4 = gf”SP,.X’ 
- where 4 is defined only on 1 and 4(l) = 2. 
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Thus in general the existence of a free object does not imply that Fr(L, X) is a model; 
however if Fr(L,X) is a model, then it is also the free object for X in PMod(Sp), 
because L is sound, as the following proposition shows. 
Proposition 3.5. For all families X of variables and all systems L for Sp the algebra 
Fr(L,X) is a model ofSp $7 (Fr(L,X), m(L,X)) isfreefor X in PMod(Sp). 
Proof. Let Fr denote Fr(L, X) and m denote m(L, X). 
( *) Because of Theorem 2.7, we only have to show that Ed = K(Sp, X). As we 
have seen in Proposition 3.4, E”(X) c K(Sp, X), because of soundness of L. If Fr is 
a model, then K(Sp,X) 2 K Fr. m = Ed; thus K(Sp, X) = Ed. 
( t ) Obvious. Cl 
It is now convenient o give a notion of naughty formula related to a system, since it 
allows us to connect the existence of a free model with logical inference systems. 
Notation. Let L be a system for a conditional specification Sp and X be a family of 
variables. We denote the set NF(Sp, Ed) by NF(L,X). 
Putting together Propositions 3.4, and 3.5 and Lemma 2.6 we get a theorem 
summarizing the relationships between systems and free models. 
Theorem 3.6. Let Sp be a conditional specification, X be a family of variables, Fr denote 
Fr(L, X) and m denote m(L, X). For every system Lfor Sp the following conditions are 
equivalent: 
1. the set NF(L,X) is empty; 
2. the algebra Fr is a model of Sp; 
3. the pair (Fr, m) is free for X in PMod(Sp). 
If (one of) the above conditions hold, then L is eeq-complete for X and Sp and 
Fr(L, X) = Fr(Sp, X). 
If L is a eeq-complete then each one of the above conditions is equivalent to 
4. there exists a free object for X in PMod(Sp); 
5. there exists a free object for X in PGen(Sp, X). 
Proof. 
(1 o 2) By Lemma 2.6. 
(2 o 3) By Proposition 3.5. 
Let us assume that one among conditions 1, 2 and 3 holds, and show that L is 
eeq-complete and that Fr(L, X) = Fr(Sp, X). Let t =e t’ be a formula of EEq(L, X) s.t. 
L y D(X’) 2 t =e t’ for any X’ E X. Then, by definition of Fr and m, Fr #,,, t =e t’. 
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Hence, Fr being a model of Sp, L is eeq-complete. Thus, because of Proposition 3.4, 
Fr(L, X) = Fr(Sp, X). 
Assume now that L is eeq-complete. 
(4 o 5) Because of Theorem 2.7 
(4 o 2) Since L is eeq-complete, Fr = Fr(Sp,X) because of Proposition 3.4 and 
hence we conclude by Theorem 2.7. 0 
In the cases of positive conditional (see e.g. [8]) and total conditional (see e.g. [15]) 
specifications, quite natural conditions on the inference system can be found that 
guarantee both the eeq-completeness of the system and the existence of a free model. 
We first state a preliminary result. 
Proposition 3.7. Let PSp = (Z, Ax) be a positive conditional specification, X be a family 
of variables and L be a conditional system for Sp s.t. 
Axioms. L k a for all a E Ax. 
Substitution. For all conditional formulas A I II, all families X E Var(A I q), 2, of 
variables s.t. L I- D(Z,) =) L)(tJ for all x E X, L I- A I q implies 
u{S[t,/xIxEX]I6EA} Z,rj[tJxIxEX]. 
Modus ponens. For any countable set of elementary formulas 0, r, 0, and any 
elementary formula E L I- 0 u r I E and L E 0, 3 y for at1 y E f implies 
L k D(Y)uOu u 0, I& 
( > yer 
for some Y C uYEr Var(r). 
Then the following holds. 
1. For every a E Ax, any instantiation of a does not belong to NF(L, X). 
2. (Fr(L,X), m(L,X)) is free for X in PMod(PSp); 
3. L is eeq-complete for Sp and X. 
Proof. 
1. Assume that $ is an instantiation of a satisfying nfi and nf2 (cf. Definition 2.5) 
and show that C$ does not satisfy nf3. Since 4 is an instantiation of a satisfying nfi, 
C#J = a[t,/yI ye Var(a)] for some t,c T,(X) s.t. there exists X,, s.t. LkD(X,) 2 D(t,), 
and hence, because of the condition on deducibility of the axioms and instantiation for 
conditional systems, L E D(U,_ ,,ur,l, X,)u prem(4) =) tons(4). Since a is a positive 
conditional axiom, we can assume that all premises of C$ are existential equalities; thus, 
by definition of Fr(L, X), condition nfi, i.e. Fr(L,X)+mCL,Xj6 for all 6Eprem($), 
implies that there exists X6 E X s.t. L k D(X,) I 6 for every 6 E prem(+). 
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Therefore by L I- D (u, E ,,u,Cz, X,,) u prem($) 3 tons(4) and L k D(X,) 2 6 for all 
6~prem@), because of condition on modus ponens, 
Lt-D u X, u U Xdu X’ 
yE VurW aEpreml$) 
for some X’ E Vur(prem(r$)) c X, i.e. condition nf3 does not hold. 
2. By the first point, NF(L,X) is empty; thus, by Theorem 3.6, we have that 
(Fr(L,X), m(L,X)) is free for X in PMod(PSp). 
3. By the second point and Theorem 3.6, L is eeq-complete. 0 
Since total conditional specifications are a special case of (partial) positive condi- 
tional ones, this result applies to that case too and hence we get also the freeness result 
for total conditional specifications of [15]. 
The conditions on substitution, modus ponens and axiom deducibility of Proposi- 
tion 3.7 are satisfied by the UL(Sp) system, which implies the following. 
Corollary 3.8. For any positive conditional specijication PSp, the system UL(PSp) is 
eeq-complete for Sp and X and (Fr(UL(PSp), X), m(UL(PSp),X)) isfieefor X in 
PMod(PSp)for every X. 
Proof. Since the axioms of PSp belong to UL(PSp), the condition on the axioms is 
satisfied; moreover, because of rules 5 and 6, UL(PSp) satisfies the condition on 
substitution and, because of rule 5, the condition on modus ponens. Therefore 
Proposition 3.7 applies. •! 
In general, however, a conditional system is not seq-complete for positive condi- 







a1 W-W) = f(x) = g(x) 
a2 WdxN = f(x) = g(x) 
Since one among D(f(x)), D(g(x)) and f(x) = g(x) holds by definition of strong 
equality, from a1 and u2 we have that f(x) = g(x) holds in all models of Sp,, while, for 
example, UL(Sp,) Yf(x) = g(x) and hence UL(Sp,) is not seq-complete for $ and 
SP7. cl 
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4. Complete conditional systems 
In this section we present and prove completeness of systems w.r.t. strong equalities. 
These systems are obtained from the UL system of the previous section just by adding 
one crucial (and subtle) elimination rule. 
In the first subsection two systems are presented, one for dealing with equalities 
with variables (CL) and the other for dealing with ground equalities. 
Their completeness, which is by far the most difficult result of the paper (The- 
orems 4.5 and 4.6) is then proved in the second subsection. 
Finally a simplified system for the finitary case (i.e. only finite sets of premises in the 
axioms), where the elimination rule has a very simple and intuitive form, is given in the 
third subsection, where its completeness i nontrivially derived from the completeness 
of the system for the infinitary case (Theorem 4.19). 
4.1. Introducing the systems 
If we consider a positive conditional specification PSp and a system L for PSp, then 
we have seen that (Fr(L,X), m(L,X)) is free for X in PMod(PSp). However, if we 
consider a conditional specification Sp, even if there exists a free model for X in 
PMod(Sp), a generic system L for Sp may be too poor for (Fr(L, X), m(L, X)) to be the 
free model for X in PMod(Sp); for instance, even if there exists a free model in 
PMod(Sp), Fr(UL(Sp), X) may be not a model of Sp, as we have seen in Section 3 in 
the case of the specification Sp,. Therefore we devote this section to exhibiting an 
eeq-complete conditional system. 
A most interesting feature of this system is that it is obtained by adding just one new 
rule to the system UL(Sp) of the previous section. It is convenient o introduce that 
rule with a preliminary discussion. 
Let us consider a more significant example of specification Sp having free models 
for all families of variables but s.t. Fr(UL(Sp),$) is not a model of Sp. 
SpecSPa = 





~1 D(a) = WI 
a2 a = b 3 D(e) 
Q D(b) = We) 
In the models of Sp,, D(a) or D(b) or a = b holds, by definition of strong equality; so 
that because of LYE, a2 and a3 we have that also D(e) has to hold in the models of Sp,, 
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while UL(Sps) YD(e). Moreover for all families X of variables the free object 
(R-(X),@ for X in PMod(Sp,) is defined by: 
Algebra Fr(X) = 
,y = X 
Sy’ = x:; u (0) 
cFX), bFrfX) are undefined 
err(x) = . 
m(x) = x 
The specification Sps suggests that, to make UL(Sp) complete, we have to add a rule 
* having basically the form 
(A, u {D(t)}) 3 6, (42 u (D(q) = 5 (43 u {t = t’>, = E 
(A, u A2 u 43) = E 
where t and t’ are ground terms. 
If t and t’ are not ground, we have obviously to generalize the above rule by keeping 
track of the variables in t and t’ in the way introduced in Section 3. Moreover, since we 
are working within infinitary logic, we have to generalize the above rule * to eliminate 
an infinite number of premises in one step. 
To present some intuition about the required generalization, let us first consider 
a finitary case where there are more than one strong equalities to eliminate (even 
though every finitary case can be handled by a finite number of applications of *; see 
Section 4.3 below). 
spec sp, = 





0!1 D(a) A D(c) 3 D(e) 
a2 a = b A D(c) I D(e) 
a3 D(b) tt D(c) I D(e) 
a4 D(a) A D(d) 1 D(e) 
a5 a = b A D(d) 3 D(e) 
a6 D(b) A D(d) 3 D(e) 
a, D(U)AC = d 3 D(e) 
a8 a=bAc=dID(e) 
a9 D(b) A c = d 2 D(e) 
In all models of Sp9 at least one among D(a) or D(b) or a = b holds, by definition of 
strong equality, and analogously at least one among D(c) or D(d) or c = d holds. 
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Therefore in all models of Spg the premises of at least one among a,, . . . . a9 hold and 
hence we conclude that D(e) holds in the models of Sp,. 
Note that in all models of Spg the premises of at least one axiom hold since 
{prem(ai} 1i = 1, . . . . 9} is the set {D(a), D(b), a = b} x {D(c), D(d), c = d} and one 
among {D(a), D(b), a = b} and one among {D(c), D(d), c = d} has to hold. Then for 
a generic finitary case we deduce from a family {(ai 1 j = 1, . . ., n} of conditional 
formulas an elementary formula E iff: 
0 COns(f$j)=&fOrall j= l,...,n; 
l {prem(4j)l j = 1, . . . . n} is the set 
{D(b), Wd, TV = t;> x .‘- x {D&J, D(th), t, = ta} 
for some ti, t: and i = 1, . . . , m. 
Indeed in all models A one among D(ti), D(t:), ti = t: holds for all i = 1, . . . . m and 
hence there exist je { 1, . . . . n> s.t. A + 6 for all 6 E prem(4j). 
The point is that we have a set (4j 1 j = 1, . . . . rr} of conditional formulas with the 
same consequence and s.t. the premises of the $j cannot be simultaneously falsified, 
because any choice of one element in every prem(4J is always true, containing the set 
{D(t), D(f), t = t’}. 
Let us summarize the above discussion by a formal statement. 
Definition 4.1. For Sp = (C, Ax), the inference system CL(Sp) consists of the axioms 
and inference rules of UL(Sp) and of the following inference rule: 
Elimination 
where 
l E E EForm(Z, Vur); 
l r = {rj 1 j EJ} and 0 = {Oj I j EJ} are families of countable subsets of 
EForm(C, Var) indexed by a possibly noncountable J; 
l r satisfies the following ininfluence condition: 
for all Y = {yj 1 j EJ} s.t. for all j EJ, yj E 4, there exist t, t’ E Tx( Vur) s.t. D(t), D(f), 
t = t’EY. 
We say that Y is a section of r and we denote by Set(r) the set of all sections of r; 
moreover under this condition we say that r is ininjluent. 
The intuition that r = {r; I jeJf is ininfluent iff r is, in some sense, {D(tI), 
D(t;), tI = t;> x ... x {D&J, D&J, t, = th} x 1.. is formalized by the following 
proposition. 
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Proposition 4.2. Let r = (rj ) j E J> be any family of sets of elementary formulas. Then 
r is ininjuent iff there exist a set I s.t. for any section (T of W = {R(ti, t;) 1 ig I}, where 
R(t, t’) = {D(t), D(t’), t = t’}, there exists j E J s.t. 4 c 6. 
Moreover if J and rj for all j E J are jinite, then I is finite too. 
Proof. (=c-) Let us consider the set C of all possible pairs of terms appearing in r; 
then C = {(tiy ti) 1 iel}, where I is any set with the same cardinality as C; thus if C is 
finite (in particular if J and rj for all j E J are finite), then I is finite, too. 
Let us assume by contradiction that there exists a section 0 of W = {R(ti, t{) 1 iel} 
s.t. rj E r~ does not hold for any j E J, i.e. there exists yj E rj s.t. yj 4 u for any j E J. Thus, 
by definition, Y = {‘/i Ij E J} is a section for r and Y n ~7 = 0. Because of the ininflu- 
ence of r, there exists n E I s.t. R(t,, tb) E Y. Then Y n r~ # 0, as (T is a section of W, 
contrary to the construction of Y. 
(=) Ifrj=@f or some j E J, then r is obviously ininfluent; otherwise let Y be 
a section of r and assume by contradiction that there do not exist terms, t, t’ s.t. 
R(t, t’) E Y. So in particular for any ic I there exists Oi E R(ti, t:) s.t. Oi $ Y and hence 
Y n cr = 0, where o is the section {Oi 1 iel} of 9. By hypothesis there exists j E J s.t. 
0 # I” c G and hence, Y being a section of r, Y n r~ # 8, contrary to the construction 
of 0. 0 
Proposition 4.3. The inference system CL(Sp) is a system for Sp, i.e. it respects con- 
gruences and is sound w.r.t. Sp. 
Proof. It is sufficient to show that the elimination rule is sound. 
Let us assume that A belongs to PMod(Sp) and A bVO for a suitable valuation 
v for Var(D(Var(Uj,,ri))u(Uj,, @j) XE and all eE(D(Var(UjsJri))u(UjEJOj)). ) 
We show that A + y E. It is sufficient to prove that there exists j E J s.t. A + y 8 for all 
8 E Oj u 4, because A + (Oj u rj) 2 E for all j E J by inductive hypothesis, and V is 
also a valuation for Var(Oj u rj 1 E) in A. 
Since we have assumed that A k V 8 for all 8 E UjeJ Oj, we have that A + y 0 for all 
8 E Oj and all j E J; thus we only have to show that there exists j E J s.t. A + V y for all 
YEr;. 
Suppose otherwise, that is, for every j E J, there exists yj E rj s.t. A #” rj. Let Y be the 
section {rj) j E J}; by definition of Y we have that A pV $ for all $ E Y, which 
contradicts the assumption that for all YE Sec({rj I j E J}) there exist t, t’e T,( Var),,< 
s.t. D(t), D(t’), t = t’E Y, because if A#“D(t) and A#“D(t’), then A+“t = t’. 0 
Remark 
l Because of rules 2.2b and 5, for all terms, t, t’, all sets A of elementary formulas and 
all elementary formulas E we have that CL(Sp) I- {t = t’} u A 1 E iff CL(Sp) I- 
{t’ = t} u A I E and analogously CL(Sp) t- A I t = t’ iff CL(Sp) I- A 1 t’ = t; i.e. 
t = t’ and t’ = t are interchangeable and hence in the sequel we shortly use 
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“. ..t = t’. . .” instead of “. . .both t = t’ and t’ = t.. .“, or of “. ..t = t’ or t’ = t...” and 
of similar phrases. 
l The elimination rule is clearly a generalization of rule * given above. Now we show 




aj:+ sj, for j = 1,2,3 
fi,gi:Si~Si, for i = 1,2 
axioms 
~1 {.flh) = slh)l nE N> = W3) 
a2 {.#%2)=&(a2)ln~fY =W3) 
a3 4(xdhW~2) = W3) 
From a3, by rule 5, we deduce for all i, j E N: 
eij = VVfilhN~Wj2(a2)) 1 Wd, 
e?j = Wflh))~W(a2N 3 W3)), 
e?j = (o(s'l(al))AD(fi2(a2))= D(a3)), 
e?j = (D(sl(al))AD(sjz(az))= W3b 
We claim that 
r= {prem(al)}u(prem(a2)}u{prem(8~,j)(k= 1,...,4; i,jERJ} 
is ininfluent and hence from aI, a2 and {Of.j 1 k = 1, . . . . 4; i, j E f+l>, by the elimina- 
tion rule, we deduce D(a3). Indeed let Y be a section off; by definition, in Y there 
are an element of prem(a,), say fT(al) = gy(al), an element of prem(a,), say 
f9(a2) = gl(a2), and an element of prem(Ok,,,) for any k = 1, . . . . 4 and hence 
{D(fY’(a~)), D(s%))1 c y or {D(f;(a2)), D(g;(a2))} s Y, by definition of 
prem(%,). 
Therefore {D(SY’(aA %G’(aA), fY’(al) = sY’(al)} c Y or {D(fXaA D(sl(aJ), 
f%)= di(a2)l c Y. 
In order to show the seq-completeness of CL(Q), and also for its independent 
interest w.r.t. the characterization of the initial models, we first introduce the simpler 
deduction system Cf,,(Sp), where the elimination rule has been restricted to ground 
formulas. Then we will prove that CL,(Sp) is seq-complete for Sp and the empty 
family of variables. Finally, we show that this implies that CL(Q) is seq-complete. 
Definition 4.4. Let Sp be (&Ax); the inference system CL,(Sp) (where the index 
g stands for “ground”) consists of the axioms and inference rules of UL(Sp) and of the 
following inference rule: 
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Ground elimination 
where 
l E E EForm(C, 8); 
l r = {rj 1 j E J} and 0 = { Oj 1 j E J} are families of countable subsets of EForm(C, 8) 
indexed by a possibly noncountable J; 
0 r is ininfluent. 
We postpone to the following subsection the (very technical) proofs of the following 
two fundamental completeness results. 
Theorem 4.5. For any conditional specijcation Sp, the system CL,(Sp) is seq-complete 
w.r.t. Sp and the empty family of variables. 
Proof. See Section 4.2. 0 
Theorem 4.6. For any conditional specification Sp, the conditional system CL(Sp) is 
seq-complete w.r.t. Sp and any family X of variables. 
Proof. See Section 4.2. q 
From Theorem 3.6 and the completeness of CL,(Sp), we get the following conclus- 
ive results about initiality. 
Theorem 4.7. The following conditions are equivalent: 
1. the set NF(CL,(Sp)) is empty; 
2. the algebra TJ= cLg(sp) is a model of Sp; 
3. the algebra Tz/=cL8(sP) is initial in PMod(Sp); 
4. there exists a model that is initial in PMod(Sp); 
5. there exists a model that is initial in PGen(Sp). 
Proof. By Theorem 4.5, the system CL,(Sp) is eeq-complete for Sp and the empty 
family of variables and hence, by Theorem 3.6, we have the thesis. Cl 
Analogously, from Theorem 3.6 and the completeness of CL(Sp), we get the 
following conclusive results about freeness. 
Theorem 4.8. The following conditions are equivalent: 
1. the set NF(CL(Sp), X) is empty; 
2. the algebra T,(X)/= cL(sp)(X) is a model of Sp; 
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3. (T,(X)/ E’~(~~)(X), m(CL(Sp), X) isfreefor X in PMod(Sp); 
4. there exists a free object for X in PMod(Sp); 
5. there exists a free object for X in PGen(Sp,X). 
Proof. By Theorem 4.6, the system CL(Q) is eeq-complete for Sp and X and hence, 
by Theorem 3.6, we have the thesis. •i 
4.2. Completeness proofs 
In the sequel, the seq-completeness of CL,(Sp) w.r.t the empty family of variables 
and Sp will be called gseq-completeness, and analogously eeq-completeness of CL,(Sp) 
w.r.t. the empty family of variables and Sp will be called geeq-completeness. 
We first prove Theorem 4.5 (gseq-completeness of CL,(Sp)) and then we will show 
that gseq-completeness of CL,(Sp) implies seq-completeness of CL(Sp) (Proposition 
4.14), thus getting Theorem 4.6. 
We first state that CL,(Sp) satisfies the deduction theorem, which is well known and 
fundamental in classical logic, w.r.t. elementary ground formulas. The deduction 
theorem is necessary in the proof of the gseq-completeness theorem and some of the 
intermediate results. 
Proposition 4.9 (Deduction theorem). Let Sp be the conditional specijication (C, Ax) 
and r be a set of elementary ground formulas over C. 
Then CL,((C, Ax u r)) k A 2 E ifl CL,(Sp) I- r’ u A 3 E, for some r’ E r. 
Proof. Let Sp’ be the conditional specification (C, Ax u r). 
(0 Let us assume that CL,(Sp) I- r’ u A 3 E. Then, by definition of Sp and Sp’, we 
also have that CL,(Sp’) I- r’ u A I E. Moreover CL,(Sp’) k y for all y E r’, since 
r’ c r, and hence we also have CL,(Sp’) I- A I E, by rule 5, r’ being a set of ground 
formulas. 
(3) By induction over the definition of CL,(Sp’). 
Proper axioms 
- If (A 2 E) E Ax, then CL,(Sp) k A ~3 E; so the thesis holds for r’ = 0; 
_ If (A I E) E r, then A = 8; now we show that CL,(Sp) FE ZJ E for every ground 
elementary formula E, and hence we have the thesis for r’ = {E}. 
l Let E be the formula o(t), with t E Trl,. By rule 4 we have that 
CL,(Sp) I- D(t) A t = t 2 D(t); by rule 2a we have that CL,(Sp) k t = t; so from 
rule 5 we also have that CL,(Sp) I- D(t) 3 D(t). 
l Let E be the formula t = t’, with t, t’ E T,,,. By rule 2b we have that 
CL,(Sp) I- t = t’ 2 t’ = t and CL,(Sp) I- t’ = t ZJ t = t’; so by rule 5 we also have 
that CL,(Sp) I- t = t’ I t = t’. 
Axioms 2, . . . . 4 obvious, for r’ = 0. 
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Modus ponens. We assume that CL,(Sp’) k A u B I E and CL,(Sp’) I- A, I 5 for all 
<ES so that 
CL,(Sp’) I- D(Var(B) - Vur A u U A, 2 E u A u u A, I E. 
<ES > t;ee 
By inductive hypothesis, we have that CL,(Sp) I- A u Z u r” I> E and CL,(Sp) l- 
A, v r; 2 5 for all 5 ES and suitable r”, r; G r; thus by rule 5 
CL,(Sp)t-D(Y)uAuT”u UA 
(,._ +Q+ 
where Y = Var(Z) - Vur(A u r” u ( Usea A,) u (Urea r;) 3 E) i.e., r” and r; being 
sets of ground formulas, Y = Var(E) - Vur(A u ( UcEE At) I E); thus we have the 
thesis for r’ = r” u &r;. 
Instantiation/abstraction. Assume that CL,(Sp’) k A I E and denote by y* the 
formula y[tJx 1 x E X,, s E S]; so that 
CLJSp’) I- { D(tJ 1 x E X,, s E S> u { 6* 16 E A} I> E*. 
By inductive hypothesis CL,(Sp) k r” u A I E, with r” c r. Thus, by rule 6, 
CL,(SP) I- uwx)l XEX,,~ES} u {6*16EA} U {Y*l)JEr”} I&* 
i.e. since every y EP’ is a ground formula, 
CL,(SP) F {Wtx)l XEX,,sES}u vu {6*16~A) I&* 
and hence we have the thesis for r’ = P’. 
Elimination. Assume that (i) CL,(Sp’) I- Aj u rj I E for all j E J and that (ii) there 
exist t, t’ E T, s.t. D(t), D(t’) and t = t’ belong to Y for all Y E Sec( { rj 1 j E J}), SO that 
CLg(Sp) I- (Uje,, Aj) 2 E* Because of (i) and of the inductive hypothesis 
CLJSp) I- rJ u rj u Aj I> E, with r; G r for all j E J. Thus, by (ii) and elimination 
rule, CL,(Sp) k(Uj,, rj) u ( UjeJ Aj) 3 E, i.e. we have the thesis for r’ = 
UjeJr;. IT 
Note that it is immaterial which variables are used in deduction both by CL,(Sp) 
and CL(Sp), since by rules 5,6 and 1 we are able to replace bound variables. Therefore 
in the sequel we assume without any loss of generality that all variables used during 
the proof of any theorem by CL,(Sp) do not belong to X. 
Notation. We will denote EEq(CL,(Sp),O) by EEq(Sp), NF(CL,(Sp),@) by 
NF(CL,(Sp)) and WCL,(Sp),@ by I(Sp). 
We now proceed to show the relative gseq-completeness of CL,(Sp). In the 
literature, both in the case of partial positive conditional and of total conditional 
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specifications, the usual way to show that a system L for Sp is geeq-complete is to 
prove that I = T,/ & is a model, since I+ E iff L E E for all E E EEq(Sp, 8). Unfortu- 
nately we cannot adopt the same proof technique in the case of (possibly) nonpositive 
conditional specifications, since we have seen that in general they do not have an 
initial model (see e.g. theorem 3.6). In other words we cannot give a single model 
which does not satisfy all undeducible ground equalities, but for each undeducible 
ground equality E we have to give a model which does not satisfy E. To do this, we first 
restrict ourselves to E E EEq(Sp) s.t. CL,(Sp) lje and build a model A, of Sp s.t. A, k E; 
in particular we show that there exists an enrichment Sp, of Sp s.t. CL,(Sp,) I+ E and 
Z(Sp,) is a model of Sp,, so that A, = Z(Sp,) # E and obviously A, E PMod(Sp), Sp, 
being an enrichment of Sp. 
Then we proof that for any q $ EEq(Sp) s.t. CL,(Sp) l+q there exists an enrichment 
Sp, of Sp s.t. r~ E EEq(Sp,) and CL,(Sp,) k/q, so that we reduce to the above case. 
Let us consider now the first problem, the building of such a Sp,. Since I(Sp) is not 
the initial model of Sp iff NF(CL,(Sp)) is nonempty, we try to clear out NF(CL,(Sp)) 
by adding as axioms of the enrichment suitable elementary formulas that make false 
nfi or nf3 in the enriched specification for all formulas in NF(CL,(Sp)) (we call the set 
of these formulas a “resolving choice”). Obviously it is possible that in the enriched 
specification a conditional formula is naughty, which in Sp was not, because it was not 
an instantiation of an axiom by defined terms, or because one of its premises was not 
deducible; so that also the enriched specification does not have an initial model. 
Therefore we have to consider a wider class of formulas, the “possibly naughty” 
formulas. 
Definition 4.10. 
l For a given conditional specification Sp, the set PNF(Sp) (for Possibly Naughty 
Formulas) consists of all ground conditional formulas 4 s.t. 
- CL,(SP) k 4; 
- CL,(Sp) Yfons(4). 
l An r-choice (for resolving choice) C is a set of ground elementary formulas s.t. for all 
4 E PNWP) 
If (prem(j) n EEq(Sp)) G C, then cons(j) E C, or there exists (t = t’) E prem(j) - 
EEq(Sp) s.t. (C = t’), (t’ = t) (f C and D(t) or D(t’) belongs to C. 
l The set of all r-choices is denoted by R-Choice. 
Note that there is always at least one r-choice: the set of all elementary 
formulas. 
The first intermediate result that we need is that the resolving choices are really 
resolving, i.e. that the enriched specification have initial model. 
Lemma 4.11. For all conditional specijkations Sp = (C, Ax) and all r-choices C, 
NF(C, Ax u C) = 8. 
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Proof. Let C be an r-choice for Sp and Sp’ be the conditional specification (C, Ax u C); in 
order to show that NF(Sp’) is empty, we assume that the conditions nfi and nfi 
(cf. Definition 2.5) hold for a conditional formula 4 and the system CL,(Sp’) and show 
that the condition nf3 does not hold. In particular we show that either 
CL,(Sp) I- tons(4) or tons(4) belongs to C. 
From nf , because of rules 5 and 6, CL,(Sp’) k 4 and hence, because of deduction 
theorem, there exists a subset r of C s.t. CL,(Sp) F r u prem(4) =J cons(+). More- 
over, because of nfi, I(Sp’) + 6 for all 6 E prem(4) and hence, by definition of I(Sp’), 
CL,(Sp’) I- 6 for all 6 E prem(4) n EEq(Sp’). Thus, because of deduction theorem, for 
all s~prem(+) n EEq(Sp’) there exists a subset r, of C s.t. CL,(Sp) I- r, 2 6. 
Thus, because of rule 5, CL,(Sp) I- 4’, where 4’ is the conditional formula 
ru u r, u (prem(4) - EEq(Sp’)) 1 tons(4). 
dsprem()) n EEq(Sp’) > 
Therefore either CL,(Sp) I- tons(4) or 4’ E PNF(Sp). Assume that 4’ E PNF(Sp) 
and show that cons(d) E C. By definition of Sp and Sp’ we have EEq(Sp) E EEq(Sp’) 
and hence prem(&) n EEq(Sp) c prem(4’) n EEq(Sp’); moreover, by definition of 
$‘, prem($‘) n EEq(Sp’) G (r u u deprem(+) n EEq(Sp’) r,) C C, so that prem(4’) n 
EEq(Sp) c C. Thus, by the definition of r-choice, cons(4’) E C, or there exists 
(t = t’) E prem(@) - EEq(Sp) s.t. (c = t’), (t’ = t) # C and D(t) or D(t’) belongs to C. 
Finally, by definition of 4’, for any (c = t’) E (prem(4’) - EEq(Sp)), (t = c’) E (r u 
udeprcm(4j n EEq(Sp’) r6) and hence (t = c’) E C, or (t = t’) E (prem(#) - EEq(Sp’)). 
Thus, by definition of EEq(Sp’), neither o(t) E C nor o(t’) E C. Therefore, by the 
definition of r-choice, cons(4’) E C. 0 
Thus we have that for all r-choices C, the enriched specification has an initial model; 
now we claim that for any E E EEq(Sp) s.t. CL,(Sp) YE there exists at least one 
r-choice s.t. also in the enriched specification E does not hold. 
Lemma 4.12. If Sp = (C, Ax) is a conditional specijkation and E is an elementary 
ground formula s.t. CL,(Sp) I+&, then there exists an r-choice C S.C. 
CL,((C, Ax u C)) YE. 
Proof. Let us assume by contradiction that CL,((C, Ax u C)) I- E for all r-choices 
C and show that there exists a set 0 of conditional formulas s.t. 
1. cons(O) = E for all 8 E 0; 
2. CL,(Sp) I- 8 for all 0 E 0; 
3. for every YE Sec( {prem(O) 18 E O}) there exist t,t’ E 7”,., s.t. o(t), D(t’) and 
t = c’ belong to Y. 
Thus, by the elimination rule, we have CL,(Sp) t- E, contrary to the hypothesis. By 
the assumption that CL&(& Ax u C)) I- E for all r-choices C and the deduction 
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theorem, we have that for each r-choice C a rc G C exists s.t. CL,(Sp) I- rc =I E; let 
0 be the set UCER_ChoieeR(rC 3 E), where R(I’, 1 E) is the set 
I 
r+ u d,~>~Ir~~r~=r~,r~nr~=~,vy~r,(d,~>y)~PNF(Sp) 
7Er2 I 
Since CL,(Sp) l- II/ for all tj E PNF(Sp) and CL,(Q) l- rc 3 E for all r-choices C, then, 
by rule 5, CL,(Sp) k 8 for B E 0; thus 0 satisfies conditions 1 and 2 and hence we only 
have to show that 0 satisfies also condition 3. 
Again the proof is by contradiction: assume that condition 3 does not hold, i.e. that 
there exists Y E Sec( (prem(8) 10 E 0}) s.t. for all t, t’ E 7”,, at least one among D(t), 
D(t’) and t = t’ does not belong to Y, and show that there exists 0 E 0 s.t. 
prem(B) n Y = 0, contrary to the assumption that Y E Sec({prem( 0) 10 E 0)). 
In order to prove that there exists such a 0 we built an r-choice C s.t. for all 
either y 4 Y, or there exists (d, 1 y)~ PNF(Sp) s.t. d, n Y = 8; 
8’ = [(rc - Y) u Uysrc,nVdy] =, E belongs to R(I’, 1 E) and hence to 0, 
prem(B’) n Y = 0. 
Let C be Cc u Cr., for Cc = { y 1 (A I> y) E PNF(Sp), A n Y = 0} and Cp = { 





We only have to show that C is a choice. Let x belong to PNF(Sp) s.t. 
prem(X) n EEq(Sp) E C; then, by definition of choice, we have to show that 
cons(X) E C, or * [there exists (t = t’) E prem(X) - EEq(Sp) s.t. (t = t’) 4 C and D(t) or 
D(t’) belongs to C]. 
Thus assume that * does not hold, i.e. that for all (t = t’) E prem(X) - EEq(Sp) 
(t = t’) E C, or both D(t) and D(t’) do not belong to C, and show that there exists 
xi E PNF(Sp) s.t. prem(x’) n Y = 0 and cons(x’) = cons(X), so that cons(X’) g Cc and 
hence cons(X) E C. Since CL,(Sp) t- $ for all II/ E PNF(Sp), R(G) E PNF(Sp) for all 
$ E PF(Sp); so that in order to build such a XI it is sufficient to show that for all 
q E prem(X) n Y there exists (A,, 3 q) E PNF(Sp) s.t. A,, n Y = 8 and we have the 
thesis for x’ = C(prem(x) - Y) u ( U,,E(premtxj n v+A,)I = cons(x). 
Let v E prem(X) n Y; we show that q E C and hence q E C n Y = Cc so that, by 
definition of C, there exists (A,, 3 q) E PNF(Sp) s.t. A,, n Y = 0. If q E EEq(Sp), 
then, since we have assumed that prem(X) n EEq(Sp) c C, q E C. Otherwise 
q E prem(X) - EEq(Sp) has the form t = t’ and, because of the absurd hypothesis on 
Y and t = t’ E Y, D(t) or D(f) does not belong to Y, so that, because of definition of 
Cp, D(t) or D(f) belongs to C; thus, since we have assumed that (t = t’) E C, or both 
D(t) and D(f) do not belong to C, q = (t = t’) E C. 0 
We are now able to show the gseq-completeness of CL,(Sp) (Theorem 4.5). 
Proof of Theorem 4.5. Let E be an elementary ground formula and assume that 
CL,(Sp) I+&; we show that there exists a model A of Sp = (C, Ax) s.t. A # E. We divide 
the proof in two cases. 
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l Let E belong to EEq(Sp)) 
- If NF( CL,(Sp)) is empty, then A = TJ = cL~‘sp’ is a model, because of the theorem 
3.6, and, by construction of =fLJSp), A # E. 
- Otherwise, by Lemma 4.12, there exists an r-choice C s.t. CL,(C,Ax u C)) lj~. 
Moreover, by Lemma 4.11, NF( CL,(Sp’)) is empty, where Sp’ = (C, Ax u C). 
Thus, by Theorem 3.6, A = Tz/=cL@‘sp’) ’ 1s a model of Sp’. Finally, A belongs to 
PM&(Q), since PMod(Sp’) E PMod(Sp) by definition of Sp’, and moreover 
A p E, by definition of A. 
l Let E have the form t = t’, CL,(Sp) t/D(t), and CL,(Sp)YD(t’); if there exists 
a conditional specification Sp’ s.t. 
- PMod(Sp’) c PMod(Sp) 
- E E EEq(CL,(Sp’)) 
- CL,(SP’) YE, 
then there exists a model A of Sp’ s.t. A # E and hence A is also a model of Sp which 
does not satisfy E. Therefore we only have to show that there exists such a Sp’. 
Let Sp, be the specification (C, Ax u {D(t)}) and Sp2 be the specification 
(CA Ax u {&‘)I); we show that CL,(Spl) t-j t = t’ or CL,(Sp2) Yt = t’. By con- 
tradiction, assume that CL,(SpI) k t = t’ and CL,(Sp2) I- t = t’. Then we prove 
that CL,(Sp) I- t = t’. Because of the absurd hypothesis and of the deduction 
theorem, we have both CL,(Sp) E D(t) 3 t = t’ and CL,(Sp) k D(P) I t = t’; 
moreover, by rule 2b, CL,(Sp) k t = t’ 1 t’ = t and CL,(Sp) I- t’ = t =) t = t’ and 
hence, by rule 5, CL,(Sp) k t = t’ 3 t = t’. Thus applying the elimination rule to the 
set {D(t) 2 t = t’, D(t’) 3 t = t’, t = t’ I t = t’}, we have CL,(Sp) I- t = t’. There- 
fore CL,(SpI) y t = t’, and in this case let Sp’ be Sp,, or CL,(Sp,) lj t = t’, and in 
this case let Sp’ be Sp,. q 
We now show that the gseq-completeness of CL,(Sp) implies the seq-completeness 
of CL(Sp) and thus we complete the proof of Theorem 4.6. 
Lemma 4.13. Let C = (S, F) be a signature, Sp = (C, Ax) be a conditional specijcation 
and X be an S-sorted family of variables. 
Let Sp, denote the conditional specijkation (C,, Axx), where C, = (S, F u {op,: + s 
Ix E XsjsaS) and Axx = Ax u (D(op,) 1 x E X}, and c$* denote ~#~[opJx 1  IZ X] for all 
conditional formulas 4. 
For all conditional formulas A 3 E we have that CL,(Spx) I- A* I E* implies 
CL(Sp) I- D(X) u A 3 E. 
Proof. Since rule 6 allows one to arbitrary increase the definedness assertions in the 
premises of any deduced formula, it is sufficient to prove that CL,(Spx) k A* 1 E* 
implies CL(Sp) k 0(X’) u A 2 E for some X’ c X. The proof is done by induction on 
the definition of CL,(Spx). 
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Proper axioms 
l If (d 3 E) E Ax, then CL(Sp) t- A I E, by definition. 
l Otherwise (A I E) = D(op,) and we have the thesis because of rule 1. 
Axioms 2, . . . ,4 obvious. 
Modus ponens. Let 
CL,(Sp,) k 0: 3 y* for 
us assume that CL,(Sp,) I- o* u I-* 3 &* and 
all y E r; then 
where Z = Var(T*) - Var(O* u (WY,,- 0:) I E*). Since Z n X = 0 by definition of 
Z, we have to show that 
CL(Sp)l- D(X) u D(Z) u 0 u 
( 1 
u 0, 3 E. 
yer 
By inductive hypothesis, CL(Sp) k D(X) u 0 u r I E and CL(Sp) I- D(X) u 0, =) y 
for all y E r. Thus CL(Sp) t- D(X) u D(Y) u 0 u ( UYEr 0,) 3 E, because of rule 5 of 
CL(Sp), where Y is the set Var(r) - Var(O u (U,,rO1) 1 E). Moreover 
Y u X = Z u X by definition of Y and Z and hence we have the thesis. 
Instantiation/abstraction. Let us assume that CL,(Spx) I- A* I E*; then for all 
families Z of variables (for CL,(Sp)) and all rncr = (D(tz) 1 z E Z>, CL,(Sp,) I- #, 
where 4 is 
~,,,u{~[t,/z~z~Z](6~A*}~~*[r,/z~z~Z]. 
For all t, one term t: exists s.t. t:* = t,; thus (q*[tJz 1 z E Z])* = (q[t:/z 1 z E Z])* for 
all elementary formulas u and hence 4 is also 
(~~,,)*u({~[~:/z~zEZ]~~EA})*~(E[~,/~~~EZ])*. 
where rn,, is (D(t:)lz EZ). By inductive hypothesis, we have that 
CL(Sp) k D(X) u A 2 E; thus, because of rule 6 of CL(Sp), CL(Sp) I- #, where 4’ is 
r&r u { d[t;/Z 12 E z] 16 E d U D(x)} 3 &[I;/2 1 Z E z]. 
Finally, since X A Z = 8, because we have assumed that all variables in X do not 
appear in any proof of CL,(Sp), we have that D(x) [tJz I z E Z] = D(x) for all x E X, 
and hence 
{~[t,/zIz~Z]~6~AuD(X)}=D(X)u{6[t,/zIz~Z]I~~A} 
so that $J’ is 
D(X) ” rkf u (s[t:/zIzEZ]l~Ed) 3&[t;/Z~ZEZ] 
and hence we have the thesis. 
Elimination. Assume that CL,(Spx) I- Af u rj* 3 E* for all j E J and that for all 
Y E Sec({rj* (j E J}) there exist t, t’ E T,(X) s.t. D(t), D(f) and t = t’ belong to Y. 
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Then, by inductive hypothesis, CL(Sp) + D(X) u dj u rj 3 E for all j E J and, by 
definition of ry, for all Y E Sec( { rj lj E J}) there exist t, t’ E T,(X) s.t. D(t), D(t’) and 
t = t’ belong to Y. Thus, by elimination rule of CL(Sp), we have 
CL(Sp) k D(X) U (uj,Jdj) 3 E. 0 
Proposition 4.14. If CL,(Sp) is gseq-complete for all conditional specifications Sp, then 
CL(Sp’) is seq-completefor allfamilies of variables and all conditional specijcations Sp’. 
Proof. Let C = (S, F) be a signature, Sp = (C, Ax) be a conditional specification and 
X be an S-sorted family of variables. Using the notation of Lemma 4.13, we show that 
the gseq-completeness of CL,(Spx) implies the seq-completeness of CL(Sp) for X and 
SP. 
Let us assume that CL,(Spx) is gseq-complete, E is an elementary formula over 
C = (S, F) and X s.t. CL(Sp) tjD(X’) 3 E for any X’ G X. We show that there exists 
a model A s.t. A # D(X) =, E, i.e. that there exists a valuation V: X + A s.t. A pV E. 
To this end is is sufficient to prove that there exists a model B of Sp, s.t. B# E*; 
indeed we have the thesis for A defined by sA = sB for all s E S, opA = opB for all up E F 
(i.e. A is the C-reduct of B) and V defined by V(x) = opxB, which is well defined 
because of the axioms &up,). In order to prove that there exists such a model B, 
CL,(Spx) being gseq-complete, it is sufficient o show that CL,(Sp*) YE*. By Lemma 
4.13, if CL,(Spx) t- E*, then CL(Sp) k D(X) I E and hence, since we have assumed 
that CL(Sp) VII(X) 3 E, we conclude that CL,(Sp,) YE*. 0 
Finally we get the seq-completeness result for CL(Sp). 
Proof of Theorem 4.6. From Proposition 4.14, because, by Theorem 4.5, CL,(Sp’) is 
gseq-complete for all conditional specifications Sp’. 0 
4.3. A complete system for the$nitary case 
If all the axioms of a conditional specification Sp have a finite set of premises, then 
we can specialize the system CL(Sp) and obtain a seq-complete system whose rules 
have a finitary number of premises and only deal with finitary formulas. In this case 
the elimination rule takes a very simple and intuitive form (which was already 
illustrated in Section 4.1). 
Definition 4.15. Let Sp = (C, Ax) be a conditional specification s.t. A is finite for all 
A 1 E in Ax. Let CL,(Sp) be the inference system consisting of the axioms in Ax, of the 
axioms 1 , . . . ,4 of CL(Sp) (definedness of variables, congruence, strictness, definedness 
and equality) and of the following inference rules, where we assume that any formula is 
finitary: 
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&. Modulus ponens 
A u {Y} = E, A, = Y 
D( Var(y) - Var(A u A, 2 E)) u (A u AY) 53 E 
6t. Instantiationlabstraction 
where t E 7”( Var),,, x E X,. 
7‘. Elimination 
(A, u {WI}) = E, (A, u {W)}) = 6, (43 u {t = t’), = E 
D(Var(t = t’)) u (A, u A2 u A3) 53 E 
The seq-completeness of CL,(Sp) follows from the seq-completeness of CL(Sp), 
because CL(Sp) I- A I E implies that there exists a finite r E A s.t. CL,(Sp) I- T 3 E. 
To prove this claim we need two intermediate results. The first lemma is stated in 
a merely combinatorial form and guarantees that any application of the elimination 
rule to a possibly infinite set of finitary premises may be replaced by an application of 
the elimination rule to afinite set of finitary premises. The second lemma states that an 
application of the elimination rule to ajnite set of finitary premises can be replaced by 
a finite sequence of application of the rule of finitary elimination 7r. 
Notation. Let Val be a denumerable set of values, 9 E @ri”(Val) be a relation over 
Val and r be a (possibly more than denumerable) collection of subsets of Val. We 
denote by Set(r) the collection of all possible sections of r, i.e. of all subsets o of Val 
s.t. CT = { uy 1 y E r } for some u, E y for each y E r, and say that r is W-ininjuent iff for 
any section cr of r there exists R E W s.t. R E CT. 
Lemma 4.16. Let Val be a denumerable set of values, 9 E QFi,,(Val) be a relation over 
Val and r be a (possibly more than denumerable) collection of subsets of Val. lf r is an 
9-ininfluent collection of subsets of Val s.t. y isjnite for all y E T, then there exists an 
W-ininjuent finite subset of r. 
Proof. If r is finite, then we trivially have the thesis; thus assume that r is infinite. 
Since Val is denumerable and r is a collection of finite subsets of Val, r is denumer- 
able, too. Let us fix a numeration for r and denote r = { ri 1 i E N f. Now we build 
a tree whose finite paths are all and only the sections of { ri 1 i < n} for all n E N which 
do not contain any element of W and show that this tree must be finite. Let us 
inductively define the tree. 
TO is just the root, labeled by the empty set. 
T,+ 1 is the tree obtained from T. by the following rule: 
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for any leaf t of T, let us denote by path(i) the set of the labels of the nodes from the 
root to 1; then to each leaf 1 of T, at depth n we add a son labeled {y} for all y E r,, s.t. 
path(I) u { y } does not contain elements of W. 
(Note that in this way if at step k we have not added a son to some leaf, then at any 
further step, say n, this leaf is at depth k < n and hence we do not add sons to it any 
more). 
Let us assume by contradiction that there does not exist n E N s.t. T, = T,, 1. Then by 
construction we get an infinite tree, which is finitely branching, because any r, is finite; 
hence, by the K&rig’s lemma, there exists an infinite path. But an infinite path, by 
construction, should be a section for r which does not contain any element of 9, 
contrary to the assumption that r is Sininfluent. Therefore there exists fi E fW s.t. 
& = T,,,. Then r’ = {r,, . . . . r,, I } is W-ininfluent. Indeed let { yO, . . . . ye+ i } be 
a section for r’; then either there exists R E W s.t. R G { yO, . . . , ye} or { yo, . . . , yn + 1 } is 
path(l) for some leaf 1 of Ti and hence for each y E r,,, there exists R E 41! s.t. 
R E {YO, . . . . ya, y}, because T, = T- “+ 1, so that in particular {yo, . . . . yn+ 1 } contains an 
element of 8. Thus in both cases there exists R E W st. R E {yo, . .., ya+ 1 } and hence 
r’ is W-ininfluent. 0 
Let us see a simple example of such trees T,. 
0 Vat = {a,b,c,d,e ,... }; 
. w= {{~,~},{~,c,~},{~,~}}; 
l r, = (~,b);r~ = {b,~); r, = {u,d,e);... 
To 0 
Tl /\ 
In order to show that an application of the elimination rule to a Jinite set of finitary 
premises can be replaced by a finite sequence of application of the rule of finitary 
elimination 7r, we need a preliminary result. 
Lemma 4.17. Let Oj u rj 1 E be conditional formulas for j = 1, . . . , k; if the following 
conditions 1 and 2 are sutisjied, then CL,(Sp) I- D(Y) u 0 3 E holds for some finite 
0 E uj=l,,,,, k@jund YG Vur(Uj,l,,,,, krj). 
1. CL~(Sp)F@juTj~eforj= l,...,k; 
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2. there exist terms ti, ti for i = 1, . . . . n s.t. for each section o of Se = 
{R(ti, tf) 1 i = 1, . . . . a}, where R(t, t’) = {D(t), D(t’), t = t’}, there exists j E .I s.t. rj c 6. 
Proof. The proof is done by induction over n. 
l Let n be 1; then from condition 2 either there exists j E { 1, . . . , k} s.t. rj = 8, and in 
this case CL,(Sp) k Qj 1 E, because of condition 1, so we conclude for 0 = Qj and 
Y = 0, or there are j,,j,,j3 s.t. rj, = {D(t,)}, rj, = {D(t;)}, rj, = {tl = t;} and in 
this case, because of rule 7f, CL,(Sp)t- D( Var(tl = t;)) u (Oj, u Oj, u j,) 3 E, SO 
we conclude for X = Var(tI = t;) and 0 = Qj, u Oj, u Qj,. 
l Let us assume that for all conditional formulas 0; u rJ 1 E’ for j = 1, . .., k’ 
satisfying conditions 1 and 2 (for i = 1,. .., n) there exist 0’ c Uj=i.,,,,k’QJ and 
Y’ E Var( uj= l.,,,,k,rJ) s.t. CL,(Sp) l- D( Y’) u 0’ 3 E’ and that { Qj u ri 2 E 1 
j= l,..., k) satisfies conditions 1 and 2 for n + 1. 
Then for any section D of W = { R(ti, t:) 1 i = 1,. .., n} let us define the sets A, and 
Yy,, as follows. Let o1 be c u {D(tn+l)}r oz be uu {D(tb+l)} and c3 be 
cr u {t,+ I = tb+ 1 }; because of condition 2, there exist j,,jz,j, E { 1, . . . . k} s.t. 
rji E Gi for i = 1,2,3. If there exists i E {1,2,3} s.t. rji E 6, then let us define 
Y, = Qji and A, = rj,, so that CLf(Sp)F A, u Yy, I E from condition 1 and 
A, E o by construction. 
Otherwise rj, = rJ, u {D(tn+l )}, rjl = ri2 u {D(tb+l)} and rj, = Tj, u {t,+, = 
tb+ 1 }; in this case let us define A, = r>, u rJ2 u r;, and P, = Qj, u Qj, u Qj, u 
D( Var(t,+l = tb+I)); also in this case CL/(Sp) k A, u Yy, 3 E, because of rule 71 
and condition 1, and A, E o by construction. 
Thus the conditional formulas A, u Yy, I E for all sections rr of W satisfy the 
condition 1 and condition 2 for 9 = { R(ti, t:) 1 i = 1, . . . . n}. Therefore, because 
of the inductive hypothesis, there exist finite 0’ c UaEsec(B)Ya and 
Y’ E Var(u assec(lJ A,) s.t. CL&$) l- D( Y’) u 0’ I E. 
Since both Var(IJ aEsec~~,Aa) E Var(Uj= ,.....Jj) and Ube~(~)Ym c Uj= I.....kQj u 
Vartt,+1 = tb+& we have CL,(Sp) I- D( I’) u 0 2 E, where 0 = 0’ - 
D( Var(t,+I = tb+I)) and Y = Y’ u (0’ - 0). 0 
Lemma 4.18. Zf CL,(Sp) I- Qj u rj 2 E for all j E J, r = { rj 1 j E J} is ininfluent and 
.I is Jinite, then CL,(Sp) I- D( Y) u 0 I E holds for some finite 0 c UjeJQj and 
Y E VUr( Uj,,rj). 
Proof. Because of Proposition 4.2, there exist I = { 1, . . . , k} and terms ti, t: for i E I s.t. 
for any section c of 9 = {R(ti, ti) 1 i E I}, where R(t, t’) = {D(t), D(t’), t = t’}, there 
exists j E J s.t. rj E 6. Thus we can apply Lemma 4.17. Cl 
Theorem 4.19. Let Sp = (C, Ax) be a conditional specijication s.t. A isJinitefor all A 3 E 
in Ax and X be a family of variables. 
Then the system CLf(Sp) is seq-complete for Sp and X. 
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Proof. The proof relies on the seq-completeness of CL(Sp). We show by induction 
over the rules of CL(Q), that CL(Sp) k A I E implies that there exists a finite r G A 
s.t. CL,(Sp) I- r 2 E. Thus for any elementary formula E if A + D(X) 1 E for all 
A E PM&(Q), then CL(Sp) I- D(X’) 2 E for some X’ E X, because of the seq-com- 
pleteness of CL(Sp), and hence CL,(Sp) t- D(Y) 1 E for a finite YE X’ G X. Let us 
give the inductive proof. 
The proper axioms and the axioms 1, . . . , 4 are common to both the systems and 
have finitary premises, so that the thesis trivially follows. 
Let us consider rule 5, assume that its premises have been deduced, i.e. that 
CL(Q) !- A u r I E and CL(Sp) F A, 3 y for any y E r, and show that there exists 
a finite 
s.t. CL,(Sp) I- r” 3 E. 
Because of the inductive hypothesis, CL,(Sp) I- A’ u r’ 2 E for some finite r’ G r 
and A’ E A. Let r’ be { y,, . . . . y,}; because of the inductive hypothesis, 
CL,(Sp)F A;, 2 yi for i = 1, . . . . n and some finite A;, G Ayi. It is easy to check that 
applying n times the rule 5r we can replace once at a time the yi by Abi and then, always 
by rule 5r, we can get rid of the superfluous variables (i.e. variables of yi already 
occurring in Ayi) so that 
A;$ uD(Var(T’)- Var((A’u u A;,)=JE)~c: 
\ i=l.....n / 
and hence we have the thesis for 
\\ i= l.....n / / 
u 
i= l.....n 
Let us consider rule 6, assume that its premise has been deduced, i.e. that 
CL(Sp) I- A 2 E, and show that there exists a finite 
s.t. CLf(Sp) I- r 3 E. Because of the inductive hypothesis, CL,(Sp) I- r’ 2 E for some 
finite r’ G A. It is easy to check that applying n times the rule 5r, starting from 
r’=&, we have CL,(Sp)~{D(t,,),...,D(t,“)) u {~Ct~,/x~,...~~~,l~~lI~~~‘} =
4cJX1, . . . . c&J, for {x 1, . . . , x,,} the variables of X appearing in r’ 1 E. 
Thus 
C&(SP)~{D(L),..., D(L)} u {~C~xlxlx~Xll~~J-‘} =4~xlxIx~xl 
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and r = {NL), .--,D(L,)) u {rC&l x x E X] 1 y E r’} is a finite subset of { D(t,) 1 I 
x~X,,~~S)u{6[t,/x~x~X,,~~S]~6~d),because{x,,...,x,}~X,and~’~A 
is finite. 
Thus the only nontrivial step is the elimination rule. Let us assume that 
CL(Sp) I- Oj u rj I E for all j E J, that r = { rj lj E J} is ininfluent and show that 
CL,-(Sp) k D(Y) u 0 3 E for some 0 E UjeJ Oj and Y c Var( UjeJ rj). Because of 
the inductive hypothesis, CL,(Q) I- 0; u r; 2 & fOllOWS from CL(Sp) t- Oj U rj 3 E, 
where both 0; G Oj and rJ E rj are finite, for all j e J. 
Moreover, r’ = {r; I j E J} is ininfluent, because ri c rj implies Sec(r’) E Set(r). 
Thus, because of Lemma 4.16 for Val = EForm(C,X) and W = ({D(t), 
D(t’), t = t’} I t, t’ E Tz( Var)}, there exists a finite I E J s.t. {r: I i E I} is ininfluent and 
hence, because of Lemma 4.18, we have CLr(Sp) t- D( Y) u 0 I E for some 
0 c Uicl 69; and YE f’ar( Uiar r:). As 1 and both rt and 0: for any i E I are finite, 
also 0 and Y are finite; moreover 0 G Uier 0: E Uj,zJ 0; E Uj~J Oj and 
YE P’ar(Ui,rrt) E var(Uj,,rj) so that we have the thesis. 0 
5. Conclusions 
Motivated by the higher-order specifications of partial term-generated models, in 
this paper we have fully explored and solved the problem of the existence of initial and 
free models for partial conditional specifications and the related problem of equa- 
tional deduction. Note that the existence problem is undecidable ven in the finitary 
case and thus we may only look for sufficient effective conditions guaranteeing the 
existence. Since our results can be easily instantiated to give the corresponding known 
results for the positive conditional and the total case, it seems to us that our 
presentation has also some interest as a unifying framework. As we have shown in [ 11, 
the results apply to higher-order specifications whenever we consider classes of 
term-extensional (and term-generated extensional) models. Moreover in [2,3] we 
have shown that, via skolemization, we can convert a (finitary) conditional higher- 
order specification Sp to a (finitary) first-order partial conditional specification SSp, 
whose models satisfy the same (open) equations as the models of Sp. Thus CL(SSp) (or 
CL,(SSp), if Sp is finitary) is equationally complete w.r.t. the extensional models of Sp. 
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